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Build a:
Reaction Time Tester
Stereo Converter Speaker

HOW TO READ SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS
Why This Fast Growing Field Offers You High Pay, Success, Bright Future

This is the age of Electronics. Job counselors are recommending careers in Electronics because they know the pay is high, jobs interesting, advancement opportunities great. If you are dissatisfied with your present job and pay, you will want to investigate the big, exciting, fast growing Electronic industry. It offers good income, prestige and a bright future in Industrial or Military Electronics, Radio Television Communications, Radio Television Servicing.

Act now to assure a better future. Remember the difference between those who want to succeed and those who do succeed is that one group does something about it. Take the first step toward a better future now. Mail the postage-free card. Find out how you can train at home for a career in Electronics.

Start Soon Earning Extra Money in Spare Time

You don't have to go away to school and you don't need a high school diploma. You keep your present job until you are ready for a better one. From coast to coast NRI graduates now fill good positions, earn high pay. Starting soon after you enroll, NRI provides instructions you need to add to your income doing servicing work in spare time. You start quickly to fix radio or television sets or other electronic equipment for friends, neighbors, small businesses in your neighborhood. Mail postage-free card now.

You Get Special Training Kits No Extra Charge

Makes Learning Easier, Faster

NRI is America's oldest, largest home study Radio Television Electronics School. The special equipment NRI training includes makes learning at home easier and faster. It brings to life principles you read about in illustrated lesson texts. You recognize electronic circuits, capacitors, diodes, other components. You make experiments and tests that make learning a pleasure. Act now to be a part of the age of Electronics. New 64-page catalog tells the fascinating story of electronics, tells what NRI graduates are doing. Write for a free catalog today.

NRI Trained These Men

"I am Senior Electronics Instructor for Sikorsky Aircraft, teaching Autopilot systems. The Basic Electronics I learned thru NRI helped me qualify." - J. SENIA, Stratford, Conn.

"Thanks to NRI, I am in a top position with FAA. We install 125, VOR, TACAN, VORTAC and other major Navaid Electronics." - J. K. DUCKWORTH, Ft. Worth, Texas.

"Now with GE Advanced Electronics Center, Cornell University. Thanks to NRI I now have a job which I enjoy and which also pays well."

T. BILAK, Cayuga, N. Y.
there is no margin for error when striving for the ultimate in stereo sound re-creation.

SHURE

Tiny though it is, the cartridge can make or break a stereo system. For this breathtakingly precise miniaturized electric generator (that's really what it is) carries the full burden of translating the miles-long undulating stereo record groove into usable electrical impulses... without adding or subtracting a whit from what the recording engineer created. Knowing this keeps Shure quality standards inflexible. Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Standard M8D. A superb blend of quality and economy......... $16.50
Custom M7B. Widely acclaimed; moderately priced........ $24.00
Professional M3D. Overwhelming choice of the critics......... $45.00
Laboratory Standard Model M3LS. Individually calibrated, limited quantity.......................... $75.00

Studio Dynetic. Integrated arm and cartridge. Cannot scratch records. .................. $98.50
Professional Independent Tone Arm. For any quality cartridge .... stereo or mono............... $29.95
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Learn at Home in Your Spare Time to Fix Electrical Appliances

To build a better future, get into a field where there's much important work and the security that comes from knowing a good trade. Servicing electrical appliances offers that OPPORTUNITY. Every wired home has many electrical appliances and millions and millions of new appliances are sold every year. Owners pay well to keep them in repair. That's making a fast-growing need for trained men.

Add To Your Income Starting Soon
Need For Service Technicians Increasing

Make extra money in your spare time. Start soon to fix electric toasters, fans, clocks, vacuum cleaners, and other electric appliances for your neighbors and friends. Work in your basement, garage or spare room. It's easy to increase your earning power—to pay for your training many times over—to have extra money to buy things you need.

Learn and Earn with Multi-Use Tester Built with Parts We Send

This course includes the parts to build a portable, sturdy Appliance Tester that helps you locate electrical defects quickly and easily. You use it to learn and do actual electrical appliance repair jobs. If you want better pay, learn this good trade. No need to give up your present job. You can train at home in your spare time for only $3.00 down and $6.00 a month. A small price to pay for increased earnings, a more secure future. Paste coupon below on a postal or mail in envelope for free book and sample lesson. Address: National Radio Institute, Dept. KKO, Washington 16, D. C.

MAILING THIS COUPON MAY START YOU TO SUCCESS

LESSON AND BOOK FREE

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Dept. KKO, Washington 16, D. C.

Please send me Electric Appliance Training lesson and book free. (No salesman will call.)

Name ......................................................... Age ..........................................................

Address ..........................................................

City ........................................................... Zone ...................................................

State ..................................................................

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

O c t o b e r, 1 9 6 0
THIS time of year is a very busy one in our editorial offices. Build-it-yourselfers stay home more in the fall than in summer and they stock up on projects in anticipation of long cold winter evenings. This means that we have to work up more ambitious projects for you at this time of year. Actually, we have discovered that EI readers are interested in do-it-yourself projects all through the year, including summer. But this should come as no surprise, air conditioning and outdoor living have made it easier for people to ignore energy-sapping heat and keep their vitality throughout the year. In our summer issues we present projects of value for that season. Yes, there still are important seasonal variations in living habits and this brings me to the first topic of discussion—the hi-fi shows. Although hi-fi components are sold throughout the summer, there is no question but that the fall and winter are best for sales. To kick off the sales season, hi-fi manufacturers will show their new lines at the various hi-fi shows throughout the country. The first is the New York City High Fidelity Show. We will give you a complete report on the new products and ideas demonstrated there in our earliest possible issue.

If you are a hi-fi buff and are especially interested in loudspeaker enclosures, our next issue will have just what you need, a 16 page special section on stereo and monophonic hi-fi speaker enclosures. This will include a discussion of why they are needed, how they work and plans for building some well designed, EI-tested cabinets. As a special bonus we will present, for the first time anywhere, a tuned front loaded cabinet designed by EI. Don’t miss this!

As a general rule, we report to you in depth on new important developments in electronics as they occur. However, you may have noticed that we have not as yet had what we consider a definitive article on tunnel diodes. This is the little semiconductor device that can operate at higher frequencies than conventional transistors. We have seen many articles on the tunnel diode but none have explained just how they work in clear easy-to-grasp terms. We think we’re on the track of such an article now and even more important, we will have several useful circuits that you can build using them. This should be especially interesting in view of the fact that General Electric has just announced a drastic slash in price for their gallium arsenide units. Further reductions are promised.

There are times when the editors of EI must use a great deal of ingenuity to get the

[Continued on page 10]
These men are getting practical training in...

**ELECTRICITY**

On Real:

- A.C. and D.C. Motors
- Generators
- Switchboards
- Controllers
- Modern Appliances
- Automatic Electronic Control Units

(Shown at left—Instructor explaining operation and testing of a large Motor Generator in our A.C. Department.)

**TELEVISION**

On Real:

- Television Receivers
- Black & White and Color
- AM-FM and Auto Radios
- Transistors
- Printed Circuits
- Test Equipment

(Right — Instructor helping students check the wiring and trace circuits of television receivers.)

Train in the NEW SHOP-LABS of COYNE

Largest, Oldest, Best Equipped School of Its Kind in the U.S.

Prepare for your future now in today's top opportunity field. Don't be satisfied with a "No Future" job. Train the Coyne way for a better job in a field that offers a world of opportunities in the years ahead.

You train in Chicago—the Electrical and Electronic Center of the World—in real equipment. Professional and experienced instructors show you how, then you do practical jobs yourself. No previous experience or advanced education is needed.

**FINANCE PLAN**: Enroll now, pay most of tuition after graduation. Part-time employment help for students.

Mail coupon or write to address below for free book—"Guide to Careers". Whether you prefer Electricity, Television-Radio or Combined Electronics Training, which includes both fields, this book describes all training and gives facts to Vets and Non-Vets.

Mail coupon below in an Envelope or paste on a Postcard or write Address given and Free book, "Guide to Careers", with information will be sent to you by return mail.

**COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL**

1501 W. Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, Illinois

1501 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago 7, Illinois

Send Big FREE book and details of all the training you offer. However, I am especially interested in:

- Electricity
- Television
- Both Fields

Name:

Address:

City State:

(I understand no Salesman will call)

Mail coupon below in an Envelope or paste on a Postcard or write Address given and Free book, "Guide to Careers", with information will be sent to you by return mail.

Mail coupon or write to address below for free book—"Guide to Careers". Whether you prefer Electricity, Television-Radio or Combined Electronics Training, which includes both fields, this book describes all training and gives facts to Vets and Non-Vets.

B. W. Cook, Jr., Pres.

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

Founded 1899

CHARTERED AS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION NOT FOR PROFIT

ELECTRICITY ★ RADIO ★ TELEVISION ★ REFRIGERATION ★ ELECTRONICS

October, 1960

---
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THE MAILMAN

REMEMBER THE MORNING I FOUND ANDY SHOLL TRYING TO TAKE ON THE WHOLE NEIGHBORHOOD...

ALL RIGHT, BOYS, WHAT'S THE TROUBLE?
THEY CALLED MY POP A "MUSCLE HEAD" JUST 'CAUSE HE NEVER FINISHED SCHOOL.

LOOK, ANDY... YOUR FATHER'S A HARD WORKER. THAT'S SOMETHING TO BE PROUD OF!

ANDY! YOU'VE BEEN FIGHTING AGAIN! OH, IF ONLY WE COULD LEAVE THIS NEIGHBORHOOD!

SURE ENOUGH, WITHIN A FEW WEEKS I BEGAN TO DELIVER MORE LETTERS AND PACKAGES FROM I.C.S.
WE'RE KEEPING YOU BUSY THESE DAYS. ANDY'S FATHER IS TAKING A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, YOU KNOW.

A SMART MOVE FOR ANY MAN!

LOOK, ANDY... YOUR FATHER'S A HARD WORKER. THAT'S SOMETHING TO BE PROUD OF!

ANDY! YOU'VE BEEN FIGHTING AGAIN! OH, IF ONLY WE COULD LEAVE THIS NEIGHBORHOOD!

SURE ENOUGH, WITHIN A FEW WEEKS I BEGAN TO DELIVER MORE LETTERS AND PACKAGES FROM I.C.S.
WE'RE KEEPING YOU BUSY THESE DAYS. ANDY'S FATHER IS TAKING A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, YOU KNOW.

A SMART MOVE FOR ANY MAN!
IT WASN'T LONG BEFORE I BEGAN TO NOTICE CHANGES IN THE SHOLL'S HOME. LITTLE THINGS: NEW CURTAINS, FLOWER BOXES. FRESH PAINT. AND THEN, ONE MORNING...

LOOK, MR. MccUrDy. WOW! THAT'S HOW DO YOU LIKE OUR NEW CAR?

GOSH, ANDY, WILL YOUR POP TAKE US FOR A RIDE IN IT?

A FEW WEEKS LATER, MRS. SHOLL MET ME AS I CAME UP THE STEPS... HAS ANDY TOLD YOU THE NEWS? WE'RE MOVING. MR. SHOLL IS BEING TRANSFERRED. HE'S TO BE A SECTION LEADER IN THE NEW MILLIARd PLANT. HERE'S OUR NEW ADDRESS.

WE'LL, I'M REAL HAPPY FOR YOU. BUT I'M GOING TO MISS ANDY--AND THAT I.C.S. MAIL.

IT WAS YOU AND I.C.S. THAT MADE IT ALL POSSIBLE. WE THANK YOU BOTH!

I'VE SEEN IT HAPPEN OFTEN. I.C.S. NOT ONLY CAN CHANGE PEOPLE'S ADDRESSES, IT CAN CHANGE THEIR WHOLE WAY OF LIVING.

IF YOUR LETTER CARRIER IS LIKE ME, I'LL BE GLAD TO TAKE A LETTER THAT HAS THE I.C.S. COUPON INSIDE. IT REALLY STARTS THINGS!

FREE!

I.C.S. CAREER KIT

Send coupon now... get all three books


INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 01574J, SCRANTON 15, PENNA.

Without cost or obligation, send me "HOW TO SUCCEED" and the opportunity booklet about the field BEFORE which I have marked X (plus sample lesson):

ARCHITECTURE and BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
- Air Conditioning
- Architecture
- Arch. Drawing and Designing
- Building Contractor
- Building Estimator
- Carpenter Builder
- Carpentry and Millwork
- Heating
- Plumbing Contractor
- Plumbing
- Reading Arch. Blueprints

ART
- Commercial Art
- Creative Illus.
- Sign Painting and Design
- Sketching and Painting

AUTOMOTIVE
- Automobile
- Auto Body Rebuilding and Refinishing
- Auto Engine Tuneup
- Auto Electrical Technician
- Diesel Engines

AVIATION
- Aeronautical Engineering Technology
- Aviation Engine Mach.
- Reading Aircraft Blueprints

BUSINESS
- Accounting
- Advertising
- Bookkeeping and Cost Accounting
- Business Administration
- Business Management
- Clerk Typist
- Creative Salesmanship
- Managing a Small Business
- Professional Secretary
- Public Accounting
- Purchasing Agent
- Real Estate Salesmanship
- Salesmanship
- Salesmanship and Management
- Traffic Management

CHEMICAL
- Analytical Chemistry
- Chemical Engineering
- Chem Lab. Technician
- General Chemistry

CIVIL ENGINEERING
- Civil Engineering
- Construction Engineering
- Highway Engineering
- Professional Engineer (Civil)
- Reading Stair Blueprints
- Sanitary Engineer
- Sewage Plant Operator
- Structural Engineering
- Surveying and Mapping
- Water Works Operator

DRAFTING
- Aircraft Drafting
- Architectural Drafting
- Drafting & Machine Design
- Electrical Drafting
- Electrical Engineer Drafting
- Industrial Piping Drafting
- Mechanical Drafting
- Sheet Metal Drafting

ELECTRICAL
- Electrical Engineer Servicing
- Electrical Engineering
- Electric Motor Repairman
- Elec. Exp. Technician
- Elec. Light and Power
- Practical Electrician
- Practical Engineer
- Professional Engineer

HIGH SCHOOL
- Good English
- High School Diploma
- High School General
- M.S. College Prep.
- English & Science
- High School Math
- High School Science
- Short Story Writing

LEADERSHIP
- Industrial Foremanship
- Industrial Supervision
- Personnel-Labor Relations
- Supervision

MECHANICAL and SHOP
- Diesel Engines
- Gas Equip. Welding
- Heating and Air Conditioning
- Industrial Engineering
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Industrial Methodist

INDUSTRIAL
- Electrical Engineering
- Power Plant Engineers
- Stationary Engineer
- Mechanical Engineering
- Radio & TV Engineering
- Water Works Operator
- Practical Engineer
- High School Diploma
- English & Science
- Good English

RADIO, TELEVISION
- Electrical Engineering
- Power Plant Engineers
- Stationary Engineer
- Mechanical Engineering
- Radio & TV Engineering
- Water Works Operator
- Practical Engineer
- High School Diploma
- English & Science
- Good English

RAILROAD
- General Railroad Engineering
- Stationary Engineer
- Industrial Methodist
- Industrial Instrumentation
- Industrial Methodist

STEAM AND DIESEL POWER
- Combustion Engineering
- Power Plant Engineers
- Stationary Steam Engineers

TEXTILE
- General

Name Age Home Address

City Zone State Working Hours A.M. to P.M.
Occupation
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JOBS THAT PAY REAL MONEY

GO TO MEN WELL
Let DeVry Help You Prepare At Home

from Basics to

NOW! HOME TRAINING FOR A WIDER RANGE OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES

For over 29 years, DeVry Tech has been helping men prepare for better jobs in a fascinating field, as technicians in many branches of Electronics. Now, DeVry Tech home training may also pave the way to an exciting career as an electronics technician in rocketry, space ship guidance, ballistic missile control. This new space and missile electronics home program is patterned after the highly effective training methods used in our modern Chicago and Toronto laboratories. Yes, you can now prepare in your spare time at home for a job in the Space Age. Many technicians with training in space and missile electronics are needed.

But remember, the basic applications of electronics: TV, Radio, remote control, computers, etc., are in need of trained men too—more than our Employment Service can supply. For a DeVry-trained man is a “wanted” man. He is in demand. And now, DeVry training spans the great length of this growing field—from Radio-TV to space and missile electronics!

NO ADVANCED EDUCATION NEEDED

DeVry training is so clear, so well arranged in easy steps, that even a man without a high school diploma can master it, and get ready to hold a good job in electronics, or run a successful service shop of his own. Tool-in-hand practice develops technical skills, movies help make the subject crystal clear, DeVry instructors give personal attention. The DeVry method gives you the very training you’ll need!

NEW...ALL NEW!

The combination voltmeter and oscilloscope shown here is a new, exclusive DeVry “learn-by-doing” development. Students build it themselves during their space and missile electronics training to gain practical experience valuable later on the job. New training movies are now ready; improved texts are just off the press. Here is the newest of DeVry training programs!

What DeVry Graduates HAVE BEEN DOING

D. F. KLINE, West Virginia, was a truck driver. He took a DeVry Tech program, and now is a technical electronic sales representative.

EDWARD HAHN, Illinois, was a laborer. Now he is an electronics project engineer with the Martin Co., a missile manufacturer. DeVry Tech helped him prepare for his position.

If you are subject to call for military service, be sure to check that fact on the coupon. DeVry Tech has valuable information for you.

EFFECTIVE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE!

Our Employment Service is available to all DeVry graduates without additional cost.

Accredited Member of the National Home Study Council

DeVry Technical Institute

CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS • TORONTO 19, ONTARIO

Electronics Illustrated

www.americanradiohistory.com
TRAINED IN ELECTRONICS!
For A Career

SPACE Electronics

MEN-WOMEN 17 TO 55

DeVRY TECH LEADER WITH THE LATEST
DeVry Tech's forward-looking policy can mean more job opportunities for you when you are trained. The new Space Electronics program is practical! You develop skills needed on Guided-Missile jobs. You get know-how required in laboratories and in defense work. Now you can choose from a whole range of opportunities in electronics—and let DeVry prepare you. Send in that coupon now!

As the count-down ticks off, every detail must be perfect. It is electronic technicians who help make this possible and who install, repair and maintain such equipment as this.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLETS

“One of North America’s Foremost Electronics Training Centers”

DeVry Technical Institute, Dept EF-10-Q
4141 Belmont Avenue, Chicago 4', Ill.

Please give me your two free booklets, “Pocket Guide to Real Earnings” and “Electronics in Space,” also include details on how to prepare for a career in Electronics. I am interested in the following opportunities (check one or more):

☐ Space & Missile Electronics ☐ Communications
☐ Television and Radio ☐ Computers
☐ Microwaves ☐ Broadcasting
☐ Radar ☐ Industrial Electronics
☐ Automation Electronics ☐ Special “Short Courses”

Name: ____________________________ Age: ________

Address: ____________________________

City: ____________________________ Zone: ________ State: ________

☐ Check here if you are a member of the military. Canadian residents write DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd., 970 Lawrence Avenue West, Toronto 19, Ontario.
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The Amazing World of Short Wave Listening

Hear these authentic recordings of dramatic events from

“The Amazing World of Short Wave Listening”

narrated by Alex Dreier, Radio-TV “Man on the Go”

- President’s voice from outer space!
- Actual capture of a desperate criminal!
- Radio amateur at Little America!
- Ships at sea... aircraft in action!

S-38E receiver

$59.95

3 short wave bands plus standard broadcast. Built-in speaker, headset output.

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

hallicrafters...

DEPT.35 CHICAGO 11, ILL.

Gentlemen: Please rush by return mail my recording, “The Amazing World of Short Wave Listening.” I enclose 25¢.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

stories that you take for granted. We recently read a report by a computer pioneer in this country who told of a startling artificial hand that he saw demonstrated in Moscow. This hand was activated by the body currents of the wearer and had built-in transistor amplifiers and servo-type mechanisms. We contacted the Soviet picture agencies and they had nothing—they didn’t even know what we were talking about. We finally tracked down the scientist who developed this prosthetic device in a university in Russia and we are getting the information directly from him. You will see it in a future issue of EI.

The author of the lead story in this issue (“How To Win Science Fairs”) knows what he is talking about. He won second prize at the National Science Fair in 1958. He is now studying electronic engineering at MIT and is also a regular contributor to EI. If you are interested in science fairs, read this article carefully. It’s full of hard-to-get authoritative information. Incidentally, there is really no special trick to win science

[Continued on page 12]
The Grantham home study course teaches you principles of electronics in a simple "easy-to-grasp" manner. Each new principle is explained first in everyday language and then, after you understand it, is associated with the proper technical language. You learn and remember more, because the emphasis is on understanding rather than on memorizing.

This correspondence course is directed toward two major objectives—(1) to teach you a great deal about electronics, and (2) to prepare you to pass all of the F.C.C. examinations required for a first class commercial operator's license. We teach you step by step and have you practice with FCC-type tests which you send to the School for grading and comment. You prepare for your F.C.C. examinations under the watchful direction of an instructor who is especially qualified in this field.

Grantham training is the easy way to learn more quickly—to prepare more thoroughly—for F.C.C. examinations. And your first class license is the quick, easy way to prove to your employer that you are worth more money.

Get details concerning how we can prepare you for your F.C.C. license and how that license can help you advance in electronics. Mail the coupon below to the home office of Grantham School of Electronics in Hollywood, Calif., and our free catalog will be sent to you promptly.

---

**GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS**

HOLLYWOOD | SEATTLE | KANSAS CITY | WASHINGTON

---

**FIRST CLASS F.C.C. LICENSE IN 12 WEEKS**

Grantham resident schools are located in four major cities—Hollywood, Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington, D.C. Regularly scheduled classes in F.C.C. license preparation are offered at all locations. New day classes begin every three months, and new evening classes begin four times a year. The day classes meet 5 days a week and prepare you for a first class F.C.C. license in 12 weeks. The evening classes meet 3 nights a week and prepare you for a first class license in 20 weeks. For more information about the Grantham resident schools, indicate in the coupon the city of your choice and then mail the coupon to the School's home office in Hollywood, Calif. Free details will be mailed to you promptly.

**MAIL COUPON FOR FREE DETAILS—NO SALESMAN WILL CALL**
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COMPLETE SERVICE TRAINING
... written so you can understand it!

ONLY $17 for the complete 2-volume course
3 MONTHS TO PAY

Fix any TV or Radio Ever Made

EASIER - BETTER - FASTER!
No complicated theory or mathematics! These famous Ghirardi books get right down to brass tacks in showing you how to handle all types of AM, FM, and TV service work by approved professional methods. This almost 1500 pages and over 800 clear illustrations show how to handle every phase of troubleshooting and servicing. Each book is co-authored by A. A. Ghirardi whose manuals have helped train more servicemen than any other books or courses of their kind!

1—Radio and Television Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR
A complete guide to profitable professional methods. For the beginner, it is a comprehensive training course. For the experienced serviceman, it is a quick way to "brush up" on specific jobs, to develop improved techniques or to find fast answers to puzzling service problems. Includes invaluable "step-by-step" troubleshooting charts that show what to look for and where. 520 pages. 417 illustrations. price $10.00 separately.

2—Radio and Television Receiver CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION
This 669-page volume is the ideal guide for servicemen who realize it pays to know what really makes modern radio-TV receivers "tick" and why. Gives a complete understanding of basic circuits and circuit variations; how to recognize them at a glance; how to eliminate guesswork and reduce time in servicing them. 417 illus. Price separately $9.00.

Special low price ... you save $2.00
If broken into lessons and sent to you as a "course," you'd regard these two great books at a hundred or more. Under this new offer, you buy both books for only $17.00 if you save $2.00—and have the privilege of paying to easy installments while you use them! No lessons to wait for. You learn fast— and right!

STUDY 10 DAYS FREE!

Dept. PR-100, HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC.,
Technical Div., 339 Madison Ave.,
New York I, N. Y.

Send books below for 10-day FREE EXAMINATION. In 10 days I will either return price indicated (plus postage) or return books postpaid and owe you nothing.

☐ Radio & TV Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR (Price $10.00 separately)
☐ Radio & TV Circuitry & Operation (Price $9.00)

Check here for MONEY-SAVING COMBINATION OFFER...
... have $2.00. Send both of above big books at special price of only $17.00 for the two. (Regular price $19.00). You save $2.00. Or pay $9.00 payable at rate of 15 plus postage after 10 days, or $16.00 payable at rate of $1.50 plus postage after 30 days. Payable in full or in 3 equal monthly installments. Return books postpaid within 10 days of receipt.

SAVE! Send cash with order and we pay postage. Same return privilege with money promptly refunded.

Name

Address

City, Zone, State.
Outside U.S.A. $10.00 for TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR; $9.00 for CIRCUITRY & OPERATION $18.00 for both. Cash only, but money refunded if you return books in 10 days.

fairs; what is needed is hard work and planning. So many winners have gone on to important careers in science as a result of their endeavors in the fairs that it behooves you to take up this challenge. The science project for this month is the "Reaction Timer." We will have another for you next month and we welcome your comments on our new policy of encouraging electronics projects for science fairs.

"Since land-based missile stations in Europe would be notoriously easy prey for the enemy, we may do well to consider launching a massive building program of sea stations—submarines and surface ships—which could launch these IRBMs (Polaris and Regulus)."

The above quote is from the "Blueprint for Defense" article published in Electronics Illustrated on July 1958. In view of the common sense of such a concept for our defense it is strange that the highest priority was not assigned to its development. However, the newspapers recently announced in bold headlines that the Polaris missile has just been successfully test fired from two different atomic submarines. At last, more than two years after EI suggested this program for our defense, our Defense Department comes up with it. We feel it could have been done sooner with a crash program. We point this out to you to indicate that EI does not concern itself only with gadgets—we think big too!

Be with us next month for some interesting new build-it-yourself ideas including a 1-transistor pocket-sized Citizen's Band receiver.

Would you like a "Letters to the Editor" column? This would be turned over to you, our readers, to sound off at EI, or on anything electronic and of interest to other Electronics Illustrated readers. Let us know what you think of this idea.

Charles Joffrin
ALLIED value-packed 1961
444-PAGE ELECTRONICS CATALOG
including products available only from Allied

EASIEST $2 TERMS
ONLY 2 DOWN

Yes, only $2 down on orders up to $50; only $5 down on orders up to $200; only $10 down over $200. Up to 24 months to pay.

ALLIED Exclusives:

MONEY-SAVING KNIGHT-KITS®—the very best in build-your-own electronic equipment—designed to save you money, easiest to assemble—the only kits offered with Free Inspection Privilege. See the complete selection of Stereo hi-fi kits, Hobbyist kits, Test Instrument and Amateur kits. KNIGHT-KITS are an exclusive ALLIED product.

KNIGHT® STEREO HI-FI—comparable to the best in quality and performance, yet priced far lower in cost. Select super-value KNIGHT components or complete systems and save most. Also see the largest selection of famous-name stereo hi-fi components and money-saving ALLIED-recommended complete hi-fi systems.

ALLIED RADIO
our 40th year SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
World's Largest Electronic Supply House

October, 1960
SKY EYE FOR TV: The Editors of Electronics Illustrated are accustomed to receiving photos of pretty girls holding things from the manufacturers of tubes and other electronic components. We thought you would like to see this one because (look at the tube, now, lads) this one shows the RCA Vidicon television camera tube used in the TIROS weather satellites to take pictures of the Earth's cloud cover and weather patterns. By now the small size of "television tubes" creates no sensation, but there is no picture tube this small, and we fondly remember when a TV camera tube was big enough to smash over the bow of a battleship, leaving enough glass left over to christen a destroyer. The tiny "eye" is remarkable when you think of the thinness of the electron beam needed to scan its matrix, which is smaller than the cornea of your eye. Tube is ruggedized for launching....

True robots come a step closer with this machine that learns in a way very similar to that in which a human learns. The experimental Mark I "Perceptron," developed by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories, recognizes shapes, such as letters of the alphabet. Unlike other "reading machines," the Perceptron does not compare what it "sees" with a pre-stored set of samples. Its photocell sensing units have random connections to a set of "association units," which are roughly the equivalent of a memory. The association units feed "response units" which provide an output. In its present form, the machine tries to display what it "sees" on a lamp panel. If it has seen incorrectly, the human "teacher" corrects it. Gradually the machine "learns," so that it is not easily fooled by changing type faces, etc. .......
AT LAST!

RADIO-TV and ELECTRONICS TRAINING

... AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD!

Yes, this great course costs far less than any training of its kind given by other major schools! Radio-Television Training School will train you for a good job in Television or Industrial Electronics — AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

Think of it — a complete training program including over 120 lessons, Fourteen Big Radio-Television Kits, Complete Color-TV Instruction, Unlimited Consultation Service — ALL at a really big saving to you. How can we do this? Write to us today... and find out!

And what's more — you can (if you wish) OPEN YOUR OWN RTS-APPROVED AND FINANCED RADIO-TV SERVICE SHOP.

We Want Many More Shops This Year

This 38 year old training organization — called RTS, that's Radio-Television Training School — wants to establish a string of Radio-TV Repair Shops in principal cities throughout the U. S. So far, a great many such shops are NOW IN BUSINESS AND PROSPERING. We are helping and training ambitious men to become future owners and operators of these shops in all areas.

FOR UNSELLED INEXPERIENCED MEN ONLY — WE TRAIN YOU OUR WAY!

We must insist that the men we sign up be trained in Radio-TV Repair, Merchandising and Sales by our training方法—because WE KNOW the requirements of the industry. Therefore, we will TRAIN YOU... we will show you how to earn EXTRA CASH, during the first month or two of your training period. YOU KEEP YOUR PRESENT JOB. TRAINING TAKES PLACE IN YOUR OWN HOME, IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

CUT OUT AND MAIL — TODAY!

RADIO-TELEVISION TRAINING SCHOOL
815 East Rosecrans Avenue, Los Angeles 59, California
Est. 1922

ACT NOW!

RTS Membership in The Association of Home Study Schools is your assurance of Reliability, Integrity, and Quality of Training.
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IT'S FUN TO BE AN ARMCHAIR ADVENTURER

With a NATIONAL NC-60 SPECIAL Shortwave Radio Receiver you can cross the six continents in the comfort of your favorite chair, visit foreign lands, eavesdrop on aircraft, ships at sea and radio hams. Enjoy standard broadcast too, with this powerful new radio receiver. Suggested price only $59.95. Write for literature and name of nearest dealer.

JOIN THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ARMCHAIR ADVENTURERS

SEND 50c for membership certificate and exciting new book on Shortwave Listening. Tells when, where, how to listen, provides log for listing countries you hear. SEND 50c to:
National RADIO CO., INC.
MELROSE 76, MASS.

A wholly owned subsidiary of National Company, Inc:
Export: AD AUERIEMA, INC. 85 Broad St., New York, N. Y., U.S.A.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., Toronto 17

QUICKLY CUT HOLES in metal, plastics, hard rubber...

GREENLEE CHASSIS PUNCHES

Make smooth, accurate openings in 1½ minutes or less ... for sockets, plugs, controls, meters, panel lights, etc.

Easy to use ... simply turn with wrench. Many sizes and models. Write for literature.

GREENLEE TOOL CO. 1915 Columbia Ave., Rockford, Illinois

...News

Handy ... A self-reaching, self-feeling simulated human hand was announced by Czech researchers at the recent International Congress for Automatic Control in Moscow. In its foam-rubber "flesh" are carbon granules similar to those used in carbon microphones. Pressure on these granules results in changes in their total resistance, causing a varying signal to be delivered to a control device. Signal strength is proportional to the area and pressure of the rubber "skin" in contact with the subject, and the control device can "decide" on the amount of pressure needed to perform a task.

Also reported at the Congress were Norwegian and British optical flame cutters which could cut a ship's plates directly from plan drawings. An optical system follows lines on the drawing, and servos guide the cutting flames along the corresponding paths on the metal material.

American experts at the Congress were impressed by strides made by Iron Curtain Countries.

Space Race ... Ground-control equipment for the recovery of space vehicles has already been developed, it has been announced by Sperry Phoenix Company, a division of Sperry Rand. Called MAN for "microwave aerospace navigation," the system enables a ground computer to take control of the spacecraft, calculate and maneuver a smooth approach, slow the vehicle down and land it. The MAN system uses a single ground-control radar housed in a highway van, and transponder equipment aboard the spacecraft. If the reentry path length is greater than 350 miles, more MAN trucks can be added, and the control of the spacecraft then "handed" over to second, third, etc. MAN units as the spacecraft enters their range. Each MAN unit tracks the spacecraft by radar, "asks questions" and "issues commands" over the same radar frequency band. Human operators can override MAN's automatic features at any time.
The future is YOURS in TELEVISION—RADIO—COLOR-TV!

A fabulous field—good pay—fascinating work—a prosperous future! Good jobs or independence in your own business!

Modern Training by Coyne RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME

Coyne brings you the first truly lower cost, MODERN—QUALITY Television Home Training; training designed to meet Coyne standards. Not an old Radio Course with Television "tacked on." Here is MODERN TELEVISION TRAINING including RADIO, UHF and COLOR TV. No previous experience needed. Personal guidance by Coyne Staff.

The Institution Behind this Training

Famous for over a half century, COYNE occupies this entire building which is the new home of COYNE. COYNE'S modern resident training of men for Television, Radio, Electronics and Electricity has produced thousands of successful graduates.

COYNE
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
CHARTERED AS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
NOT FOR PROFIT
1501 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago 7, Dept. 70-H8
MAIL COUPON NOW FOR DETAILS FREE

Prepare now IN SPARE TIME AT HOME for great opportunity field of...

LEARN TO

EARN IN SPARE TIME AT HOME

COYNE offers a most practical, Home Television Training. Easy to follow step-by-step instructions, fully illustrated with 2150 photos and diagrams. Practical Job Guides to show you how to do actual servicing jobs—make money early in course. Keep your present job while training.

Low Cost—Easy Terms

We save you money because we don’t send you—AND CHARGE FOR—a long list of charts or "put together kits," which you may not want or do not need. With Coyne Television Home Training you pay only for your training, no costly extras.

Let us show you that this is not only the newest, most up-to-the-minute Training in Television—but also it costs you much less than other leading home training courses. Send coupon today for details including Easy Payment Plan.

SEND COUPON OR WRITE TO ADDRESS BELOW FOR FREE BOOK and full details, including Easy Payment Plan. No obligation, no salesman will call.

COYNE Television
Home Training Division
Dept. 70-H8—New Coyne Building
1501 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago 7, Illinois

Send Free Book and details on Television Home Training. This does not obligate me in any way.

Name __________________________ Address __________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________

( It is understood no salesman will call.)

October, 1960

D. W. COYNE, Jr., President

FOUNDED 1899
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CHRISTY TRADES SCHOOL

CHRISTY TRADES SCHOOL, Dept. T-1013
3214 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago 25, Ill.

CHRISTY OFFERS COMPLETE TRAINING!
Investigate the Christy Complete Course. Why be satisfied with less? CTS Shop Method Home Training makes learning easy. You learn by working with actual equipment. You receive Comprehensive training from the start. Can EARN AS YOU LEARN. You become qualified to open your own Electronics Repair business or to gain high pay as a TV, Radio, Electronics, etc. Technician.

19 TRAINING KITS INCLUDED!
You receive a Multi-Tester, Oscillator, Signal Tuner, Oscilloscope, Signal Generator, Electronic Timer, Regenerative S-247 TV set (optional) and other valuable testing equipment. FREE BOOK and TWO FREE LESSONS yours for the asking! No obligation.

CHRISTY TRADES SCHOOL
Dept. T-1013, 3214 W. Lawrence Ave.
Chicago 25, Ill.

Please send me the 3 FREE BOOKS and Special Form for PAYING LATER from EARNINGS MADE WHILE LEARNING.

NAME...AGE...

ADDRESS...

CITY...ZONE...STATE...

ENJOY F.M.

Your CAR in your HOME or EVEN in your POCKET with this EKERADIO TUNER, DEVELOPED and SOLD by EKERADIO SINCE 1947

FEATURES
POWERFUL SUB-MIN. H.F. TUBE. PRINTED CIRCUIT DISCRIMINATOR. HEAVY DUTY TUNING CONDENSER. Operates on small batteries, works with any car, home, portable radio or amplifier. WILL NOT WEAR OUT. Has a greater tuning range than all F.M. SETS 88-108 MEG. F.M. plus v.h.f. AIRCRAFT BAND. THIS TUNER IS WIRED, TESTED AND PERMANENTLY ADJUSTED. WILL OUT PLAY ALL F.M. SETS WITHOUT ANY ANTENNA. (Proves facts since 1947)

Made in Pasadena, Calif., by an American with American Made Parts for Americans. Included with the tuner chassis shown you receive a Switch, a plan for a Two Transistor Amplifier. Also a Plan of the tuner. The tuner can be mounted in your small plastic box.

When ordering be sure to enclose the amount for the tuner or tuners, plus 20c for postage and handling and a self-addressed gummed label with the person you want the tuner sent. No C.O.D. Orders. In Calif. Add Tax. Send all orders to EKERADIO, 650 N. Fair Oaks, Pasadena, Calif.

PRICED SO EVERY ONE CAN OWN ONE
$9.95 each
$12.00 each
$14.00 each

SINGLE CABLE WHICH TERMINATES IN TWO COLOR-CODED LEADS, READY TO PLUG INTO THE AMPLIFIER, AND A GROUND WIRE. BOTH THE 12" AND 16" MODELS CAN BE CALIBRATED TO TRACK AT FROM 0-6 GRAMS. THE 12" ARM, MODEL S-220, IS PRICED AT $29.95 AND THE 16" MODEL S-260, AT $34.95. REK-O-KUT IS IN CORONA, N.Y.

H. H. Scott has introduced a redesigned model of their 299 STEREO AMPLIFIER equipped for higher output wattage. Complete specifications on the 299B are available from H. H. Scott, Department P, 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. $209.95.

Sonotone has a crystal cartridge priced at $6.45 with two sapphire styli. Mounting brackets provide for snap-in installation. Specs on the “12” series are available from Sonotone, Elmsford, New York.

News

Fisher Radio announces the Dynamic Spacexpander, a unit designed to improve the sound from your hi-fi system using the reverberation technique. The model K-10 can be used with all high fidelity systems using separate preamplifiers or having tape monitoring facilities. Priced at $59.50, from Fisher Radio at 21-21 44th Drive, Long Island City 1, New York.
Cleveland Institute Announces an EXCLUSIVE Technician Training Program in Computers, Servo Mechanisms, Magnetic Amplifiers and others

Other advanced fields covered include Basic Math, A.C. Circuit Analysis, Pulse Circuitry, Color TV, Radar, Advanced Measuring Techniques, Industrial Electronics, Instrumentation, Automation, Radio Telemetry. Send for Information today.

We guarantee
to train you until you receive
Your FCC License
— or your money back

The Master Course in Electronics will provide you with the mental tools of the electronics technician and prepare you for a First Class FCC License (Commercial) with a radar endorsement. When you successfully complete the Master Course, if you fail to pass the FCC examination, you will receive a full refund of all tuition payments.

GET THIS HANDY POCKET ELECTRONICS DATA GUIDE

Free

Puts all the commonly used conversion factors, formulas, tables, and color codes at your fingertips. Yours absolutely free if you mail the coupon in 30 days. No further obligation!

TO GET THIS FREE GIFT, MAIL COUPON Within 30 Days!

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
4900 Euclid Ave. Desk EI-25 Cleveland 3, Ohio

GET Your FCC License Quickly

Claymore Institute of Electronics
4900 Euclid Ave., Desk EI-25 Cleveland 3, Ohio

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help me get ahead in Electronics and a free copy of your "Pocket Electronics Data Guide." I have had training or experience in Electronics as indicated below:

☐ Military
☐ Radio-TV Servicing
☐ Manufacturing
☐ Amateur Radio
☐ Broadcasting
☐ Home Experimenting
☐ Telephone Company
☐ Other

In what kind of work are you now engaged?

In what branch of Electronics do you want to be interested?

Name
Address
City
Zone
State
Age

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
4900 Euclid Ave. Desk EI-25 Cleveland 3, Ohio

October, 1960
An FM/Multiplex stereo tuner incorporating an inverse feedback circuit which the manufacturer says will improve response, lower distortion and control program frequency deviation has been announced by Sherwood Electronic Laboratories. Model S-3000 III is designed to accommodate the Sherwood model AMX multiplex adapter. Priced at $110.50 from 4300 N. California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

A lightweight, low-cost "bookshelf" speaker system, the Troubadour, has been added to the Madison Fielding line of Crosby Electronics, Inc. The enclosure measures 9x9x14" and can be used as a portable extension speaker or permanently positioned. This unit comes in hand-rubbed walnut, mahogany and black ebony. Price, $29.95. 135 Eileen Way, Syosset, N. Y.

A new Shure Brothers magnetic stereo cartridge designed for use with record changers has been put on the hi-fi market. The M8D is priced at $16.50 including a 7 mil diamond stylus. Further information available from Shure, 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill.
BUILD 20 RADIO CIRCUITS AT HOME with the New PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"®

A Practical Home Radio Course

Now Includes
* RECEIVERS
* 3 TRANSMITTERS
* SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
* OSCILLATOR TRACER
* SIGNAL INJECTOR
* CODE OSCILLATOR
* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed
* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV servicing.
* School Inquiries Invited
* Sold in 78 Countries

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

The "EDU-Kit" offers you an outstanding practical home radio course at a rock-bottom price. There is no other radio school in main Radio & TV America making use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construction practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE COURSE.

You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of punched metal chassis as well as the latest developed of printed Circuit chassis.


You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio Amateur license. You will build 20 different Receivers, Transmitters, Square Wave Generators, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracey and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You will be taught the background for inter-vals, Hi-Fi and stereo. Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "EDU-KIT" is the practical, teaching and training method, and English print will give you a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete price of $26.95. The warm home atmosphere makes the price of the entire kit, only $26.95, the biggest bargain in Home Training. THIS WILL NOT BE PRODUCED AGAIN!

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE

You don't need the slightest background in radio or science. After you are familiar with "Radio Electronics" because you wanted to learn or you are looking for a future in the electronics business or a job in the future, you will find that radio will be profitable for years to come.

Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully completed the "EDU-KIT" in ten months or less from the "Progressive Radio Education world of the world. The "EDU-KIT" has been carefully designed so that you cannot make a mistake. The "EDU-KIT" will help you to teach yourself on your own time. No instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "EDU-KIT" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "EDU-KIT" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble-shooting—all in a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily-learned, thorough and interesting background in radio.

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "EDU-KIT." Then you learn the function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first set you will learn the basic background for inter-vals, Hi-Fi and stereo. Then you will build more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory, develop your practical experience. Finally you will have a complete advanced multi-tone radio. and doing work as a professional radio technician.

The "EDU-KIT" for the Novice, Technician, and General Classes of Radio License. The "EDU-KIT" contains twenty Receivers, Transmiters, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional and not amateur radio circuits, but by means of these professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known as "Printed Circuit." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 20 different radio and electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, coils, hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruction Manuals, hook-up wire, solder, selenium rectifiers, volume controls and switches, etc.

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, Printed Circuit Test Instruments, including Printed Circuit Oscillator, Printed Circuit Signal Generator, a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a self-powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics Tester. The "EDU-KIT" also includes Code Oscillators and the Progressive Code Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for the Progressive Radio Instructor's License training. You will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Generator, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio-TV Club Free, the Certificate of Professional无线电 Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.

PRINTED CIRCUITY

At no increase in price, the "EDU-KIT" now includes Printed Circuitry. You build the Printed Circuit Signal Generator, a unique servicing instrument that can detect troubles in radio and TV sets. This revolutionary new technique of radio construction is now becoming popular in commercial radio and TV sets. A Printed Circuit is a special insulated plate or circuit board, on which have been deposited a conducting material which is "etched" or "aluminum." The various needed parts are merely plugged in and soldered to terminals.

Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this subject is a must today for anyone interested in Electronics.

FREE EXTRAS

A Set of Tools
* SOLDERING IRON
* ELECTRONICS TESTER
* PLIERS-CUTTERS
* ALIGNMENT TOOLS
* WRENCH
* INGREDIENTS DISCOUNT CARD
* KIT TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
* TV HIGH/FIDELITY GUIDE AND BUZZES
* TELEVISION BOOK + RADIO TROUBLE-SHOOTING GUIDE
* MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO-TV CLUB: CONSULTATION SERVICE - FCC AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
* PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS

You will learn trouble-shooting and servicing in a progressive manner. You will practice repairs on the sets that you construct. You will learn symptoms and causes of trouble in home, portable and car radios. You will learn how to use the Progressive Signal Tracer, the unique diagnostic tool which tests any radio and Electronics. You are learning in this practical way, you will be able to do many a repair job for your friends and neighbors, and charge fees which will far exceed the price of the "EDU-KIT." Our Consultative Service will help you with any technical problems you may have. J. Stataits, of 25 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired several sets and cars. The "EDU-KIT" paid for itself. I now spend $20 for a course, but I found your ad and sent for your Kit!"

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

Ben Varisco, P. O. Box 21, Magna, Utah, writes: "I have been sending you the questions and also the answers. I have found the trouble, really good course. Have I sent you the questions and answers? I have found the trouble, really good course. Have I sent you the questions and answers?"" I am sending you the questions and answers for the Progressive Radio and Television set for the last seven years, but like to work with Radio and TV, and like to build Radio Testing Equipment. I enjoy every minute I work with the different Kits: the Signal Tracer works fine. Also like to let you know that I feel proud of becoming a member of your Radio-TV Club."

Robert L. Shull, 4354 Monroe Ave., Huntington, N. Y.: "Thought I would drop you a line to let you know that I have received my "EDU-KIT" and was really amazed that such a bargain can be had at such a low price. I have already started repairing radios and phonographs. My friends were really surprised to see me get into the swing of it so quickly. The Troubleshooting Tester That comes with the "EDU-KIT" really works and finds trouble, if there is any to be found."

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

ORDER DIRECT FROM AD—RECEIVE FREE BONUS RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7

☐ Send "EDU-KIT" postpaid. I enclose full payment of $26.95
☐ Send "EDU-KIT" COD. I will pay $26.95 plus postage.
☐ Rush me FREE descriptive literature concerning "EDU-KIT."

Name
Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
1186 Broadway, Dept. 529AE, New York, N. Y.
new
from H. H. SCOTT
EASY TO BUILD
fm tuner kit
Write for details

H. H. SCOTT
H. H. Scott Inc., Dept. EI-10,

Rush me complete information on your
Wide-Band FM Tuner Kit and your com-
plete stereo component catalog.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City ____________________________
State __________________________

Maximum signal-to-noise ratio and
precise level control are promised by a
new VU meter, the model VU-100 “Gib-
son Girl” by Robins Industries Corp. It
is designed to enable a tape recordist to
establish balance and then repeat the
identical value, and to help prevent tape
saturation beyond the erase capabilities
of the recorder. The 4½” meter mounts
in a 2¾” hole, is 1½” deep, has 2-color
scale, modulation and VU calibrations,
dual impedance units and other fea-
tures. A recorder’s modulation indica-
tor or integral meter may be calibrated
against this precision device. Price:
$22.00, from Robins, 36-27 Prince St.,
Flushing, N. Y.

A new electronic sequence timer for
such things as automatic washing ma-
chines was recently demonstrated by
P. R. Mallory & Co. The timer has no
moving parts. Instead it uses semicon-
ductor switching modules triggered by
an electronic “clock,” and transistor
amplifiers to control the mechanical
cycles. In the demonstration washer,
no changes were made in the ordinary fill,
agitator, spin-rinse and spin-dry mecha-
nisms. The electronic timer is not com-
mercially available but was installed in
the washer to demonstrate timing and
control techniques Mallory expects to
come into wide use in the next several
years. First uses will be in industrial
equipment and processes, by adapting
timer to existing machines.
NOW! McGraw-Hill's Low-Cost Home Course Shows

HOW TO FIX TV
Radio and Record Changers
RIGHT AWAY
—even if you've never looked inside a set before!

BE YOUR OWN BOSS!

AT LAST! At Amazing LOW COST—a Complete TV-Radio Repair Course. TELLS AND SHOWS HOW to do Every Job Quickly and Easily—MAKE GOOD MONEY, Full or Spare Time, in the BOOMING Repair Business

HOW would you like to be boss of a nice TV-radio-record changer repair business — making $60 to $75 spare time, or $150 and up in your own shop?

Now, thanks to McGraw-Hill's new 6-volume Course, you can get started right away! This Course brings you EVERYTHING you need to "cash in" on the TV-Radio-Changer boom. Over 2,350 pages of money-making ideas and techniques by top factory engineers and electronics experts. TWO HUGE TROUBLESHOOTERS tell exactly WHERE to begin, WHAT tools to use. THREE GIANT REPAIR MANUALS tell and show how to FIX troubles the easy way, "polish off" every job like a whiz. Complete Home Study Volume guides you every step of the way, tells how to build your business into a spare-or full-time MONEY-MAKER!

EARN While You Learn

Tested — and now used in repair shops and by electronics instructors — Course volumes are simple enough for beginners, amaze "pros" with quick, easy methods. Start you doing simple repairs — and earning money — in just 9 hours (and 9 days) of reading and easy study. ABC pictures and directions make tougher jobs a "snap."

SEND NO MONEY
Try Course 10 days FREE. (We pay shipping!) If you don't agree it can get you started in a money-making repair business — return it, pay nothing. Otherwise keep it, earn while you learn; and pay on easy terms. Mail coupon NOW. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. EI-10, 927 W. 41st St., New York 18, N. Y.

FREE 4 Valuable Repair Aids: TV, RADIO, CIRCUIT and TRANSISTOR Detect-O-Scopes (Total Value $4.00)

FREE — whether you keep Course or not — FOUR DETECT-O-SCOPE Charts. TV and RADIO Scopes enable you to spot tube troubles in a hurry. CIRCUIT and TRANSISTOR Scopes spot circuit and transistor troubles. Make fix-it jobs easier, faster. 18 x 21 inches each. ALL FOUR (worth $4.00) yours FREE

PARTIAL CONTENTS
2 Practical Radio Servicing — Easy-to-follow directions, diagrams, drawings — with job sheet for every repair job. 599 pages, 473 Illus. By William Marcus, Alex Levy
4 Repairing Record Changers — Step-by-step pictures and directions — how to set up service bench etc. 218 pages, 302 A-B-C pictures. By Eugene Ecklund, Eng., DuMont Lab., Inc.
5 Complete Home Course Outline — Getting started in television and record-changer business. HOW to get the most out of your Course. By John Markus

THIS COUPON SAVES YOU $13.30

MCGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., DEPT. EI-10
327 WEST 41ST ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

Send me — postpaid — for 10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL the 6-Vol. McGraw-Hill TV, Radio, and Changer Repairing Course. If okay, I'll remit $4.95 in 10 days; then $5.00 monthly for 5 months. (A total savings of $15.30 on the regular price of Course and Detect-O-Scope.) Otherwise, I'll return Course in 10 days; pay nothing.

ALSO send FREE (to keep whether or not I keep Course) the TV, RADIO, and CIRCUIT DETECT-O-SCOPE CHARTS, plus up-to-the-minute Transistor Detect-O-Scope — total value $4.00.

Name __________________________________________
(Please Print or Type)
Address __________________________________________
City ___________________ Zone No. __________
State ____________

CHECK HERE if you prefer to enclose first payment of $1.00 with coupon. Same easy pay plan; same 10-day return privilege for full refund.
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The "Petite," a compact new extension telephone with illuminated dial, has been introduced by Stromberg-Carlson Division of General Dynamics for the independent telephone industry. The dial light glows dimly when the 'phone is not in use, lights up brightly for dialing when the handset is picked up. Subscriber can turn off the light entirely by a switch in the base. Although the "Petite" has no built-in ringer, a compact wall-type bell box is available so that it can be used as a primary telephone instead of as an extension. The new narrow shape is intended to make the instrument more convenient for bedside table and other applications.

A new wide-angle TV picture tube, only 8 7/8" deep, has been demonstrated by Philco Corp. An experimental 18-inch tube with 122° deflection, it was shown at a recent engineering conference. It is flatter-faced than the familiar 17-inch, 110-degree picture tubes. The newly-developed deflection system is applicable to any size tube, and requires less deflection power in both horizontal and vertical circuits. Commercial production is expected to begin soon, but no date was given for use in TV sets.
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SUCCESS IS THEIRS; IT CAN BE YOURS TOO!

When I enrolled with N.T.S. last November, I was trained as a Seismograph Observer. I was promoted to that job on May 1st of this year. With your school and my practical work in the field, my superiors recognized that I was capable of handling the job of Seismograph Recording. My superiors highly praise your school. The day I enrolled started me off to success.

Edgar Wesatzke

Air Force but I have paid for all my equipment with money earned servicing TV sets. Yes, N.T.S. gave me my start in television.

Louis A. Tabot

As field director of Berean Mission Inc., I have complete charge of our radio work. With the expert advice and training I am receiving from you I can do my own repairs on our recorders and P.A. systems, besides keeping our radios going. My training from N.T.S. helps keep us on the air. I feel privileged to be a member of such a fine institution.

Rev. Enoch P. Sanford

I have a TV-Radio shop in Yorkville, Illi- nois, about 4 miles from my home, and it has been going real good. I started part-time but I got so much work that I am doing it full-time. Thanks to National Technical Schools.

Alvin Spera

Don’t Be Half-Trained
Be a Master Technician in
Electronics-TV-Radio

Only N.T.S. offers you All 8 Phases In
One Master Course

ALL 8 PHASES IN ONE MASTER COURSE

PHASE 1
TELEVISION
INCLUDING COLOR TV
90% of homes have at least one set. Color TV is becoming more popular daily. TV Stations grow in number, need technicians. Maintenance and repair offer big opportunities.

PHASE 2
RADIO—AM & FM
Radios in homes, cars, schools, all need expert upkeep. Stations expand as FM becomes popular. Now transistors boom entire field.

PHASE 3
ELECTRONICS
Computers, Data-Processing machines, Electronic Controls. Guided Missile Systems are new fields where Electronics Play a vital role.

PHASE 4
SOUND SYSTEMS
New popularity of Hi-Fi. Stereos, as well as industrial sound systems and business intercoms make this a highly specialized and important field.

PHASE 5
FCC LICENSE PREPARATION
FCC License holders have a wide range of jobs open to them. FCC license now a requirement for most Communication jobs.

PHASE 6
RADAR AND MICROWAVES
These are the communications systems of the future, already used in tracking and contacting satellites.

PHASE 7
AUTOMATION & COMPUTERS
Automation and Computer electronics are the new tools of industry and commerce. Skilled technicians in these fields are in great demand at top pay.

PHASE 8
BROADCASTING & COMMUNICATIONS
In the entertainment industry, communications and broadcasting have great importance. Installation and maintenance of equipment requires trained technician know-how.

Residents Training at Los Angeles
If you wish to take your training in our famous Resident School in Los Angeles—the oldest and largest school of its kind in the world—check special box in coupon.

Business Reply Mail
No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed in the United States

First Class
Permit No. 3087
Los Angeles, Calif.

VIA AIR MAIL

National Technical Schools
World-Wide Training Since 1905

Enroll for GI Training

Address correspondence to Dept. R4Y
4000 So. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

National Technical Schools also offers complete Home Study Training Programs in Auto Mechanics & Diesel, and Air Conditioning-Refrigeration-Electrical Appliances. For information and free book write the School, Department RDC stating course desired.
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TELTRON ELECTRIC CO.
428 Harrison Ave., Harrison, N. J.

FREE TUBE TESTER
This brand new EICO tube tester is yours absolutely FREE with every receiving tube order of $50.00 or more within 60 days. TESTS all new tubes and fails may be returned for credit to TELTRON for 34.95.

SAVE ON ALL TUBES
Here's a partial list of Most Often Used Tubes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4AX4</td>
<td>6e6</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4AP4</td>
<td>6B6</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Self-Service Tube Checkers
These transistorized push button model 22 pocket tube checkers prove their worth in handy repair shop. Let your customers test their own tubes. Your investment will be recovered in one week with just a little effort on your part. COMPLETE WITH KEY FOR BOTTOM DOOR AND NEON LIGHTED HEAD. $39.95 FOR ONE WHARSEHOUSE

USED TV
500 PARADE- IN TV's
These sets are all expensive console types. New powerful consoles will amaze you. Can be assembled easily in 30 minutes. Kit includes: handsome cabinets, transistors, printed circuit, wire, resistors, condensers, antenna and instructions. Money back if not advertised. Shipped Prepaid List value $15.55 NOW 6.95

NEW PRICE Schedule of Televisions

PICTURE TUBES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Picture</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12BP4</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12CP4</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12FP4</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heavy Duty Solid Gun Professional solder guns for any type of repair job. Spotlight illuminates tip when gun is on. Extra Tip & Solder Free With Each Gun Guaranteed. Replacement Gun Guaranteed One Year by TELTRON. Prepaid $1.25

FIRE FUSE 150v ea. $1.25 $ for $1.05 PREPAID

BARGAIN BARGAIN BARGAIN

NEW LIBERAL TERMS: No minimum order. Free postage on all tubes & parts or- ders over $5.00. In U.S.A., APOs & Territories. 25% deposit required on CODs. Please send approximate postage on Canadian and Foreign shipments—credit will be refunded. All picture tubes and outdoor antennas shipped FOB Harrison, New Jersey.

Tubr listed may be factory seconds or may not be complete and are clearly marked.

MAY 10

Mail This Coupon Today

FRE BONUS
ONE (1) YEAR FREE SUBSCRIPTION TO ELECTRONICS ILLUSTRATED PLUS ONE (1) FREE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF YOUR CHOICE WITH EVERY RECEIVING TUBE ORDER OF $30.00 OR MORE

NOTE: If you are a subscriber to Electronics Illustrated, send one (1) year's worth to your subscription.

FREE!
If your Order is $50.00 More, Fill In This Coupon

TERMS: E.O.A., N.A. AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES EXCEPT CANADA. ADD $3.50 TO U.S.A. ADD $5.00 TO CANADA.

www.americanradiohistory.com
the experts say
your BEST BUY is—*

...in
STEREO and MONO HI-FI

STEREO Dual Amplifier-Preamplifier
HF81
Kit $59.95, Wired $109.95.
"Excellent"—SATURDAY REVIEW; HI-FI MUSIC AT HOME.

STEREO Dual Preamplifier
HF85
Kit $39.95, Wired $64.95.
"Extreme flexibility ... a bargain"—HI-FI REVIEW

STEREO Dual Power Amplifiers: New
100W HF89: Kit $99.50, Wired $139.50.
28W HF86: Kit $43.95, Wired $74.95.

NEW! STEREO-MONO Player/Automatic Changer 1007:
$49.75 incl. FET & Magnadaptor

MONO Power Amplifiers (60, 50, 35, 30, 22, 14-Watt; use 2 for Stereo) from $23.50.
Wired $41.50.

MONO Integrated Amplifiers (60, 30, 20, 12-Watt; use 2 for Stereo) from $34.95.
Wired $57.95.

TRUE HI-FI quality to drive high efficiency speakers to concert volume.

TEST INSTRUMENTS

NEW! Power & Bias Supply for Transistorized Eqlp. 20120:
Kit $18.95, Wired $27.95
Patent Pending

New TUBE & CRT FIL.
Tester #612
Kit $3.95, Wired $5.95.
Fast-checks radio/TV tubes, pilot lamps, etc.

RF Signal Generator
#324
Kit $26.95, Wired $39.95.

Miniaturized Multi-Signal Tracer #145A
Kit $19.95, Wired $28.95.

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter #221
Kit $25.95, Wired $39.95.

5" Push-Pull Scope #425
Kit $44.95, Wired $79.95.

DC-5 MG 5" Scope #460
Kit $79.95, Wired $129.90.

6V & 12V Battery Eliminator & Charger
#1050
$38.95.

Extra-Filtered for Transistor equipt. #1060
Kit $38.95, Wired $47.95.

IN STOCK! Compare...

IN INSTRUMENTS

IN MILLION EICO instruments in use throughout the world.

See Page 24 for the BEST BUYS in CITIZENS TRANSCEIVERS

EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N.Y. EI-10

Show our HOW TO BUY 50% on 90 models of top-quality:

- HI-FI - TEST INSTRUMENTS

- "HAM" GEAR. Send FREE Stereo Hi-Fi Guide. Send FREE Short Course for Novice License. Send FREE Catalog & name of neighborhood EICO dealer.

Name

Address

City

State

YOU CAN WIN at a Science Fair as long as one thing interests you more than winning does. This is your project itself. It is going to be judged on scientific thought, creative ability, and presentation. You will really have to know the field your project is concerned with. This takes effort. Since you lack the means of a professional laboratory, you will have to do much with little. This takes trial and error and just plain work. Your presentation must be attractive and clear. This means good workmanship, which takes time and care. You are going to have to show some originality. After all, there is no use doing what everybody else is doing: be different. For this, you have to have the other three under control.

By the way, the "laymen" who see your exhibit will ask all kinds of questions. Have good answers at your fingertips. The judges won't be laymen, and any double-talk will scream to them that you don't know your subject. It may also make them suspect that the best parts of your project are not your work. This would be unjust, perhaps, but deadly. Now, whether your entry covers a large table top or can just be tucked under your arm, it is going to be a big job. It can't be left for a "crash program" in the last few weeks before the Fair. It is going to eat up big portions of your time, energy, and spending money for the next several months. All this demands your interest. But it isn't simply a matter of "fun."

Licking this challenge may be a turning point in your life. With or without a scholarship prize, your career may begin with it.
Planning

As a reader of Electronics Illustrated your project will probably deal with electronics or applied physics rather than with biological or earth sciences. Select your topic carefully from a broad subject that really interests you. A massive effort in the direction of a passing fancy will result in a mediocre project at best. Take a limited subtopic that you think worth investigating and that you feel able to handle. To ease financial strain, plan now to build your project over a long period of time, say six months, on a pay-as-you-build basis. Once you have a rough idea of your project's general form, don't dash into construction. Visit technical libraries and learn all you can about current professional work in the field, and its technical jargon. This will give you much important information and helpful hints, and when you finally face the judges, you will know your subject.

Here is a prickly question. It is up to you to be realistic and honest with yourself when you choose a topic. Your science teachers and advisers will certainly be helpful, but the final decision must be yours. In other words, if you have never handled a soldering iron before, don't take on a project requiring elaborate electronic instrumentation. If you have enough time you can work up to a complex project by building a few simpler devices, like many described in EI. This is another reason for starting NOW: Why not get your feet wet by assembling some test equipment from kits? You will certainly need a multimeter anyway, for any project, and it will be something you can use "forever."

ability

ability

IS YOUR WINNING PROJECT HERE?

RADIO TELESCOPE: Home-built sensitive low-noise receiver, simple antenna system. Try to make simple "radio map."

GUIDANCE SYSTEM: For model car. Can be programmed to run around science fair grounds without hitting anything, or to reach pre-chosen destination.

SOLAR CELLS: Home-built unit as part of demonstration of basic physics of solar cells; display on recent professional research results; off-beat practical applications (eyeglass type hearing aid?). "To be landed on the Moon." Self-propelled, radio controlled from Earth, instrumented and transmitter equipped. Some functions solar powered?

MOON MOUSE: These are only suggestions. You may come up with ideas regarding fuel cells, space communications, navigation, etc.
Another touchy subject: discussion of this often scares off good potential science fairers. Nobody expects a science fair project to produce a radical new scientific discovery. However, this does not imply that an entrant can’t find a new angle on an old problem. Merely duplicating a project described in a magazine shows the judges only one thing: the builder can follow directions. The main benefit of entering a science fair is the challenge of thinking a real problem out, all the way through. Your project can be for “demonstration” rather than “research,” but make sure you come up with fresh, clear, meaningful ways to present your material. Stay away from last year’s winning project: it was good last year. Avoid “staples” (like Tesla coils) unless they are only part of a wider original project.

Your project should be well presented and look impressive, but impressive need not mean expensive. Judges seldom look twice at an exhibit loaded down with excess and borrowed equipment when the same results could have been obtained more economically and without false show. Novel use of common materials shows creative ability, and this is an important judging criterion. Remember, how you solved your problem is what counts at a science fair, and not merely that you solved it. Also, neatness counts! Aside from being impossible to troubleshoot, a rat’s nest of wiring is typical of losing projects. Time spent color-coding leads, installing wire harness and cable clamps will result in a much more attractive and more reliable project. But know what you are doing! Don’t harness leads in a circuit that demands point-to-point wiring, or cable grid and plate leads together in an amplifier circuit. Read up on layout and construction techniques, and allow yourself time to make and correct mistakes. Prior planning will also pay off in dollars and cents, since you can save by purchasing some components (like resistors) in quantity, and if you live near a big city you can shop around for some items in the military surplus stores, modifying your design if necessary to take odd-value components. Now, sit back and start your thinking. The time to start is right now.

October, 1960
your high school CAN produce

Science Fair Winners

There is a secret to the pace-setting science high school. Your school may have it; you need it yourself.

By Ken Gilmore

NEW YORK’s celebrated Bronx High School of Science has a spanking new modern building, well equipped laboratories, 2500 pre-selected, scientifically inclined students (each of whom has won out in fiercely competitive entrance examinations), and one out of five teachers is a Ph.D. It would be surprising if “Science,” as its students call it, didn’t send finalists to the National Science Fair and the Westinghouse Talent Search, and if its students didn’t win Armed Services scientific awards, scholarships, and honors of all kinds by the hundreds. It is, in a word, one of the finest scientific training grounds in the country.

Bledsoe County High School in Pikeville, Tennessee (Pop. 1000) has a building erected in 1927, practically no laboratory equipment, not even one Ph.D., and 400 students selected only by the fact that they live in the area. Yet from an almost standing start five years ago Bledsoe’s science program has expanded so

Bronx Science High produced Robert Strom, left, whose analogue computer took him to National Science Fair in 1960. Bledsoe High in Tennessee numbers among its 400 pupils Saundra Sanders, right. Her exhibit at the Fair illustrated Einstein’s $E=mc^2$. Her teacher (left) helps test cloud chamber.

Electronics Illustrated
Mrs. Thelma Boynton, above, lectures science class at tiny Bledsoe County High. When she is finished, class converts classroom into laboratory, works on experiments. Enthusiasm of teacher, students makes up for shortage of equipment.
Bledsoe County High uses this small building in Pikeville. Its vigorous science interest has spread to nearby towns and to Pikeville's elementary and Junior High schools, Tennessee.

After 20 years in an antiquated building, Bronx's "Science" now has these modern facilities. Note observatory dome on wing at left. Labs allow advanced experiments.

Electronics students at Bronx Science High build projects of increasing complexity, learning proper layout and wiring techniques directly. Projects supplement theoretical study.

Expert instructors supervise and criticise the work of "Science's" students, explaining the "why" as well as the "how" of laboratory work. Students assemble their kits in school.
rapidly that already the school has to its credit one Navy Science Cruise Award winner, one Air Force Award for an outstanding science project, and one National Science Fair finalist. This year it swept the Regional Science Fair in competition with 15 other schools, taking 26 of 45 prizes, including all of those offered in physics. Many of its students spend more time working on outside science projects than they do talking on the telephone, going to the movies, driving hot-rods, or doing any of the other things in which teenagers are supposed to be so interested. Pikeville, Tennessee, has become a hotbed of scientific enthusiasm.

Each of these schools—Bledsoe County and Bronx Science—in spite of the vast differences between them—has been outstandingly successful in firing the scientific zeal of its students. Electronics Illustrated set out to learn what they had in common—why each is able to guide its students into scientific pursuits far more effectively than most American high schools. Surprisingly enough, the one vital secret of success turned out to be the same in each case.

Behind each school stands one enthusiastic, dedicated teacher who had the vision, the energy, and the determination to make science vital and exciting to the students. And in each case, this contagious enthusiasm has spread throughout the faculty and student body until the whole school is bursting at the seams with it.

When Mrs. Thelma Boynton, an attractive mother of three boys, began to teach at Bledsoe five years ago, there had never been a science fair in the region, the school had no laboratory equipment to speak of, textbooks had not yet recognized the birth of the atomic age, and the students could not have been less interested. Mrs. Boynton realized that the first step was to make the students—and the town's people, too—science conscious.

A trip to the Tennessee Junior Academy of Science for 140 students was the first step in her well-planned campaign. Next came a tour of the Oak Ridge atomic
A Stereo Add-On Speaker System

By Norman H. Crowhurst

Simply constructed unit adapts your present hi-fi speaker system for stereophonic reproduction

The conflict between living room decor and space for a stereo speaker system can be resolved once and for all by the stereo Add-On system. All you have to do is place this neat looking little box on top of your present monophonic speaker system, connect up the leads and presto—you've a stereo speaker system. Of course, you will still need a stereo amplifier and program source.

The enclosure for the stereo Add-On may be constructed of pine, plywood or scrap lumber. Since the enclosure makes no acoustic contribution to the sound, neither its dimensions nor method of construction are critical. But make sure that the front and back of the 6' speaker (SP3) mounted on the center board are sealed off from each other by installing the center panel so that it is flush on the top, bottom and sides. Note that the speaker cone faces the smaller of the enclosure's two internal compartments. The unit shown in the photos was constructed on the
author's new radial arm power saw and the jointing is a little complex. However, the assembly detailed in Fig. 1 will serve as well and can be constructed with hand tools.

Transformers T1 and T2 are mounted with wood screws and color-coded leads are soldered to the transformer lugs. The leads should be long enough to allow some slack when connected to the terminal blocks. As you fit the back panel, push the leads through the holes drilled for the terminal block lugs and connect them as shown in Fig. 2. The speakers are mounted with wood screws.

If you get stereo right away without further adjustments, you are in luck. Hook up your amplifier outputs and main speaker as in Fig. 4. If the phasing is wrong, your main speaker will lack bass. Switch a lead to an opposite polarity terminal on TS2 as shown.

Once the phasing is correct, adjust the balance on your amplifier so that each channel sounds equally loud when...

Completed unit with top and rear panels removed to show internal assembly. The speakers and transformers mount with wood screws.

Fig. 1. Specific method of constructing the cabinet is up to the builder. One possible plan is below. Note that both sides are open and that the center baffle fits flush on all sides.
Fig. 2. Interconnections of the components inside the cabinet. Note that the rear panel is shown upside-down and from the interior of the cabinet. See Fig. 4 for exterior view of the terminals.

the other is switched off. Now you have to get the level between the main speaker and the stereo Add-On unit right. If your main speaker is a low efficiency type, you may have no problem. But if your speaker is a high efficiency model, you'll need to cut down its level with the circuit of Fig. 4. The 25-ohm wirewound potentiometer sets the relative level of the main speaker. If you turn down the main speaker and turn up the amplifier gain, the increased output from the stereo Add-On will increase separation. The 500 mf capacitor serves to boost the bass of the main speaker.

When the system is correctly hooked up, all the bass comes from the main speakers and there is no definite crossover from bass to mid-range; this is rather determined by the stereo properties of the program played. The signal from both the right and left (sum) amplifiers are mixed by transformers T1 and T2 and fed to the main speaker. What happens at the mid-range speaker SP3 is somewhat more complex.

SP3 is connected to the transformers so as to reproduce a signal developed by “subtracting” the sound of one channel from the sound of the other. What remains is known as the difference signal and could be considered as carrying the stereo “information.” SP3 heard alone presents only a partial picture.

The 6” speaker operates from around 500 cycles, where stereo effects begin to be appreciable, up to about 1500 or 2000
cycles. From here on up, the tweeters SP1 and SP2 come into play, each connected to its own amplifier through a high pass filter (a single 25 mf electrolytic capacitor). The tweeters are angled outward to concentrate these higher frequencies in a way that utilizes the “proximity” effect. If you sit to the left you hear the left tweeter directly, so its sounds are on “your side,” while sounds from the right tweeter sound remote. Similarly with the other side, you reverse the situation. If you are used to separate speakers and sitting in that one magic spot where stereo “clicks,” this system may at first disappoint you. But after a while you’ll realize you don’t have to be “dead in front” of the unit to get stereo. You get broader separation by being closer to it and the spread diminishes as you move back. But this can be adjusted to the area in which you do your listening. To get the “breadth” further back, the level of the stereo unit should be raised by turning the main speaker down, and turning up the amplifier volume.

If your main speaker system was previously located in a corner, it may be necessary to relocate it slightly. If the stereo Add-On is situated with its tweeters within two or three feet of an angled wall, the highs will bounce off |

[Continued on page 109]
IF the screen on your television set looks as if it had a bad case of worms wiggling through the picture, chances are there is nothing wrong with your set—it's interference.

Such interference can be caused by a number of things. It could be due to amateur transmitters, local FM radio stations or miscellaneous other RF devices. For this is not a problem of random noise or diathermy interference; either the interfering signal is near the RF picture frequency of a particular TV channel, or it may be forcing its way through the TV set's front end and beating against the set's picture IF frequency.

Amateur and other signals may affect the television set without being on the same frequency. For example: if an amateur is operating on 6 meters (50 to 54 megacycles), his signal may be strong enough at the antenna terminals of your television set that it will come right in despite the fact that the front end or tuner of your set is not tuned to its frequency. This problem exists because the selectivity of the average TV is not good enough to reject strong signals.

The way to reduce or eliminate this interference, is to stop it before it gets into the TV's circuitry. One good method is the use of a selective trap, resonant to the interfering frequency and connected before the TV tuner. The interfering signal will then be "dropped" across the trap and can't pass into the tuner.

There are several types of traps which might be of help. The simplest is made of standard 300-ohm flat twin-lead. Cut a
Recommended commercial high-pass filter effectively attenuates all frequencies below 52 megacycles. Unit is connected at TV end of antenna transmission line.

Simple homemade trap below can be constructed of 300-ohm flatline and connected in parallel with the existing 300-ohm antenna lead-in.

A piece of twin-lead to a length of about 60". Without disconnecting your antenna, connect this 60" lead in parallel with it at your television set's two screw input terminal.

Now tune your set to the channel which has the worst interference. With a pair of cutters snap off about 1/4" of the lead at a time, while watching the picture on the set. As you approach the frequency of the interference, the picture will begin to clear up. Then snap about 1/8" at a time. Depending on the interference frequency, you may have to clip the twin-lead down to a length of 30" or so, before having success.

If this device does not lower the interference enough, you may have to use a commercially-built filter such as the Drake TV 300-HP. This high pass type of filter passes the TV frequencies (54 megacycles and up), but will reject all interference frequencies below 52 mc. This is probably one of the best traps for eliminating amateur and other types of RF interference.

October, 1960
Helical neon tube-like light exciter surrounds rod of synthetic ruby. This is the heart of the Laser light amplifier. No magnetic field is necessary.

A True Light Amplifier

UNTIL now, no one has been able to take a light ray and amplify it thousands of times as we can with radio waves. Some attempts have been made using photomultiplier tubes and similar means, but the success has been limited and the amount of amplification possible by these methods small. Now, by modifying the Maser (see "The Amazing Masers" February, 1959 issue of Electronics Illustrated), Hughes Aircraft Company scientists have been able to produce an experimental light amplifier that treats light as if it were just a radio wave, which it really is.

The new amplifier is called a "Laser" and it operates something like this: A light source (helical gas tube with green glow) irradiates a synthetic ruby crystal which absorbs energy from this light. This energy excites the atoms of the ruby into an agitated condition from which they would like to calm down but the constant irradiation keeps them there. Now, the light to be amplified is shot in. This is just too much for the ruby atoms and they all let go together. This is called "coherent radiation" and an important effect is that the light comes out in a parallel beam and, of course, the light is amplified because all of the energy coming out is triggered by a small amount of energy going in. The light output is equivalent to that of thousands of Kliegl lights. This output beam, no larger than a pin's point, could be used as a light radar. El is investigating reports of gas type light amplifiers.
The photo at right shows how ruby cube glows in excited state from light stimulation. The metal case is for cooling, no high temperature is needed. Below, Dr. Maiman inspects his baby.
Have you tuned across one of those ham bands lately? If so you could hardly help being assaulted by a cacophony of wild gulps and gurgles—a great deal of noise, apparently making no sense at all. Somewhere in the band, perhaps, a normal voice or two may be heard, calling the normal CQ. But even a once-over lightly with the receiver tuned in the conventional manner is quite enough to show that something drastic has happened to amateur radio.

That something, of course, is Single Sideband, sometimes called...
The amateurs aren't alone. Left, Air Force radiomen man Strategic Air Command's "Short Order" world-wide all-SSB bomber control network. At far right of page, Lt. Gen. Francis H. Griswold, KQDWC, SSB old-timer.

just plain "sideband," often abbreviated SSB, and occasionally fancied up as Single Sideband Suppressed Carrier, or SSSC—but by any name the most important development in amateur radio in the past quarter of a century.

"Sideband" has virtues by no means limited to amateur communications (the Armed Forces have spent hundreds of millions converting long distance facilities to SSB) but for the estimated 25,000 ham operators who have swung over to SSB it has meant:

An eight-fold increase in the ease of working DX (long distance communication) (a 9 db advantage of SSB over AM);

A fifty percent decrease in the size of the average transmitter;

Twice as many stations able to operate in any one band without interference (QRM);

Here is an ordinary AM signal "on your dial." It has carrier, two identical voice sidebands.

If we can eliminate the carrier, the sidebands still carry voice. But each carries the same thing.

We can just as well use one sideband alone, saving power, spectrum "space."

Why not put original carrier power into this single sideband? Now voice has punch.

And two SSB signals can ride where one AM signal was before without QRM.
Hammarlund HX-500

Hallicrafters HT-32 A

Knight-Kit Model T-400

Heathkit "Mohawk" RX-1

National NC-270

Hammarlund HQ-170

Transmitters. Table-top units deliver more power than bigger AM rigs. All power goes into voice envelope; none is wasted on heavy modulator or blank carrier. Power supply is much smaller, most tubes are receiver types.

Elimination of the annoying whistles and beats that once made the ham bands a kind of audio nightmare during crowded evening hours.

Last, but by no means least, a smaller chance of interfering with the neighbor’s TV set.

How is all this accomplished? Look at the diagrams on page 45. It shows a radio signal as if you could see it through your tuning dial. As you know, an AM signal does not take up a “point” in the radio spectrum. It occupies a channel. The width of this channel varies according to what audio frequencies are present in the modulation. Here we show a signal 8 kc wide—two sidebands carrying speech energy with components up to 4000 cycles (4 kc).

These sidebands are mirror-images of each other; they both carry the same information. And they carry all the information. It comes as a surprise to many people to learn that the carrier in an “amplitude modulated” signal is not modulated! That is, its amplitude or strength does not really go up and down at an audio rate. The total energy in the entire signal—carrier and sidebands—varies at this rate.

Newer-model receivers all have refinements for best reception of SSB, though any BFO-equipped set does very well. These feature selection of upper or lower sideband, stable oscillators, slow tuning rates, filters, etc.
Look again. The height of our carrier “spike” is four times the height of the sideband “envelopes.” To plate-modulate an AM transmitter, you need additional audio power equal to 50% of the carrier power. (A 100-watt transmitter needs a 50-watt modulator.) This extra power divides equally between the sidebands—so each has one quarter as much power as the carrier.

Now, if you can find a way to send the sidebands alone, you can save two thirds of your power! Oh, you do need a carrier. The receiver’s detector stage cannot use the sidebands alone. But you can reinsert that at the receiver with its BFO (beat frequency oscillator).

Now, since the sidebands are identical, you only need one. Send that one with the carrier, and the receiver doesn’t know the difference. You get clear AM-type audio. Send it without the carrier, and you have saved five sixths of your power.

How about putting the power of both sidebands into that single sideband? That gives you a louder signal. Why stop there? Why not pour all the power you might have used for your carrier into one voice-carrying sideband? Your 100- or 150-watt transmitter now puts all its power into voice, and if you run the legal limit of 1000 watts, you have a kilowatt of voice power, not a kilowatt of blank carrier plus five hundred watts in two identical sidebands.

A low-power SSB exciter will feed an antenna, and deliver at the receiving end the impact of an AM transmitter several times the nominal power.

Notice our diagram shows, at the last, “your” SSB signal, and a neighboring SSB signal, both inside the channel formerly taken up by the ordinary AM signal. Because you are interested in only one sideband you can narrow down the receiver passband by more than half. (Now you get your money’s worth out of that crystal filter!) This means the receiver excludes not only the unwanted signal, but cuts down on the random noise it inevitably picks up.

Since there are no carriers to beat together, there are no heterodyne whistles. Since the output stage of an SSB transmitter is “linear,” it does not generate harmonics—hence the reduced chance of TVI. [Continued on page 97]
Electronic Brain

Have you any questions on electronics? Send it in and the Electronic Brain will provide the answer.

Panoramic Adaptor

What is a Panoramic Adaptor and how is it used?

Steven Genex, Columbus, Ohio

A Panoramic Adaptor is an accessory that is used with superheterodyne communication receivers. Its main panel feature is an oscilloscope screen which, in the absence of radio signals, shows a horizontal line near the bottom of the screen. When connected to an operating receiver, pips become visible on both sides of the center zero. Each of these pips indicates the presence of a transmitting station; the amplitude of the pip shows the strength of the received signal while the horizontal displacement of the pip from the zero center indicates how far from the frequency to which the receiver is tuned the "pip station" is located.

For example, referring to the diagram, the four pips indicate that there are four stations being picked up by the receiver within the sweep range (horizontal base line) of the particular adaptor used. Station C is the one being listened to since it appears at zero center on the screen. Stations A and B are higher in frequency than C, while B is the strongest of the group. Station D is also quite strong but is located lower in frequency than any of the others. As the receiver is tuned, say to higher frequencies, the pips drift across the screen to the right; as soon as the pip appears on the center line, the station is heard.

The Panoramic Adaptor is an ideal monitoring device, since it permits an operator to work a given frequency while monitoring the rest of the band visually. An operator can also tell instantaneously whether the signal is CW (code) or radiotelephony. A CW signal grows and shrinks to zero while the transmitter is keyed, and a voice transmission appears as a more or less steady pip on the baseline.

Electronic Stroboscope

What is the principle of operation of electronic stroboscopes and what are they used for?

Carl Millet, St. Augustine, Calif.

A stroboscope is a tool for visually "freezing" rapidly vibrating or rotating motion for close study without having to interfere with operation of the moving device. Stroboscopes make fine safe tachometers since no mechanical contact need be made between the strobe and the moving object.

In principle, the stroboscope consists of a flashing light with an on-time duration of a small fraction of a second for each flash. If a rotating wheel is thus illuminated once at the same point in every revolution, it will appear to be perfectly stationary under such a light source. Most stroboscopes of the electronic variety utilize a neon tube because such tubes can ionize and deionize very quickly. Unfortunately, neon tubes have a low light output, usually making it necessary to use such stroboscopes in a darkened room.
Transformerless Power Supply

Can you provide a circuit for a transformerless power supply that will provide about 150 volts positive and 150 volts negative with respect to common ground?

Raoul Cameron, Saskatchewan, Canada

The circuit you want is given in the accompanying diagram. Since you did not specify the current requirements, we are merely indicating selenium rectifiers without stating their current ratings. Select these on the basis of the maximum current to be drawn by the load, allowing a safety factor of about 50%. For example, if the load is to draw 100 ma through a given rectifier, use a unit rated at 150 ma.

Please note that the “common ground” wire is not to be connected to an earth ground. Transformerless power supplies can produce nasty shocks unless care is taken to keep them well isolated from other ground points.

We have shown 20 mf filter capacitors. The hum level will be low enough for operating power amplifiers but not for high gain stages of any type. Should better filtering be desired, any standard pi-network filter may be added in the usual manner.

Bell Light

We have a new bell pushbutton on our front door that has a perpetual light in it, making it easier to locate in the dark. When the button is pressed, however, the light goes out. How does it work?

Arthur Richter, Plainfield, Ill.

The accompanying diagram shows the connections to the pushbutton light. If the bell transformer is a 12-volt type, the lamp is generally rated at 10 volts so that it will light with normal intensity despite the voltage drop across the bell.

Note that the transformer, light and bell coils are all in series while the pushbutton is connected directly across the light. With the pushbutton open, enough current flows through the series circuit to make the light glow, but not enough to make the bell ring. Pressing the button causes a low resistance bridge across the light terminals, thereby cutting its resistance out of the circuit. The bell coils then receive the full transformer voltage and the bell rings.

TV Contrast

I have just purchased a new television portable receiver. I notice that the contrast is good on some scenes, but when a night scene is being shot, the dark background becomes grey and the normal contrast is lost. Why does this happen?

Carl Lummer, Richmond, Virginia

Many of the new television receivers, particularly those of the portable variety, are designed without DC restorer circuits. It is felt that the DC restorer is not necessary since the change in background quality is not usually serious enough to bother the viewer. The fact that this characteristic has annoyed you indicates that you have a more discriminating eye than most people, and that you are not satisfied with half-measures. On the other hand, economy design has made possible the sale of generally excellent television sets at prices that would have been considered ridiculous a few years ago.

As time goes on, you will unquestionably adapt yourself to the changing contrast you describe. It is felt that no harm is done if the average viewer is not affected by the loss in performance that results from their omission.
build a
Reaction Time Tester
for an electronic check of your reflexes.

By Harvey Pollack

HOW fast are you? If you were around at the time of Billy the Kid would you dare challenge him to a draw? In modern terms, how fast can you get your foot on the brake pedal when a child suddenly darts in front of your car? Or what are the chances of your ever becoming a jet pilot?

The EI Reaction Timer can't answer these questions directly for you, but it will provide an excellent idea of how an individual rates in comparative reaction time. If you pre-
Brackets for neon socket and Micro-Switch (PB1) should be dimensioned so that: (a) neon tube projects slightly through panel hole to permit mounting of escutcheon; (b) PB1 must be made flush with base. Rear knob is R3.

cisely calibrate the R-T, you have an excellent laboratory instrument for psychological testing.

Using the R-T

The subject sits comfortably in front of the R-T. On the panel is a neon lamp (NL1), an edgewise mounted meter (M1), and a knob (on R9). On the base is a lever-type Microswitch (SW2), an on-off toggle switch (SW1) and a reset pushbutton PB1. After the R-T has warmed up for five minutes or so, the panel knob (on R9) under the meter is adjusted for full-scale (1 ma) meter reading. The subject then presses the lever of Microswitch SW2 and watches the neon lamp; at the instant the neon lamp goes out, he is to release SW2 as quickly as possible.

Since the neon lamp extinguishes automatically and at random, you can’t beat the machine by counting seconds. (Potentiometer R3 can be set to put out the lamp after any interval from the time he pushes the lever up to about 25 seconds.)

At the instant the lamp goes out, the meter needle starts to fall toward “0.” Just how far it drops is determined by the subject’s reaction time. If he’s a slow starter, the meter needle may drop practically to zero; someone “quick on the draw” may stop it about 6 or 7 on the scale.

Construction

A wood frame and Masonite panel and base give the Reaction Timer an elegant, professional look. Cut a piece of 1/8” thick Masonite 8 1/2” x 18” for the base and glue and nail an apron of 1” x 1” molding all around it. Next cut the sides that hold the front panel,
Switches SW2, SW1 and PB1 mount beneath baseboard. Note rearward projection of M1 and NL1 on rear of front panel, bottom left. At right is chassis bottom.
giving the front edges an angle of about 75° as shown in the photos. The side supports are about 9" high, 5½" wide at the top, and 7¾" wide at the bottom, and are held in place by 1½" nails coming up from the bottom through the apron strips. The frame is topped off with a piece of the same wood used for the sides.

After the frame is assembled, measure the front opening and cut another piece of Masonite about 8½" wide to serve as the front panel. Before securing the panel to the sloping frame, all the holes necessary for the panel base parts should be cut. The circular opening for NL1 measures about 1⅛" in diameter; only the front curve of the neon lamp projects beyond the panel to permit the use of "tuning eye" escutcheon. The leads to be connected to the switches should be brought out from the chassis. Each one should be about 1 foot long and color-coded.

Testing

Rotarte R9 fully counterclockwise and switch on the R-T. NL1 should light at once; in a few seconds the meter needle will begin to climb. If it shows any tendency to go above full-scale, press PB1. At the end of about two minutes, the tube V3 will stabilize and R9 may then be adjusted to bring the needle to full scale.

Go through the timing operating several times; press the SW2 lever, wait for

NL1 to extinguish, and release the lever as fast as possible. If your charging capacitor (C5) is not too far removed from 4 mf and your charging resistor (R6) is close to 1.0 megohm, then the needle should drop down to about .2 or .3 ma for an average reaction time. If it drops to zero no matter how fast you act, use a larger value for R6. Should the meter

Schematic of complete R-T unit. Regulated B-plus insures stability under varying line conditions.
reading drop only a division or two, R6 should be made smaller. When you have arrived at a resistor value that achieves a final reading about 3 ma, be sure to record it in case you want to go through the precise calibration procedure.

Calibration

As mentioned earlier, you can calibrate the timer roughly by making a number of tests on many different people and thus establishing by experiment the various ranges of meter reading. For example, in the author's model, the following categories were printed on a card above the meter when it was used at a party:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-8</td>
<td>GREASED LIGHTNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.8-.6</td>
<td>PLAIN LIGHTNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.6-.4</td>
<td>STILL GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4-.2</td>
<td>JUST AVERAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.2-.0</td>
<td>MOLASSES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second rather easy alternative is to use the curve of Fig. 2 and assume a possible 10% error caused by variation of components and tubes.

Precise Calibration Procedure

Step 1: Determine the capacitance of timing capacitor (C5) to three significant figures by means of a capacitance bridge. This is C in the equations below.

Step 2: Determine the resistance of timing resistor R6 to three significant figures by means of a Wheatstone bridge. This will be R in the equations.

Step 3: With all tubes in place and the equipment warm, adjust the milliammeter to exactly full-scale. Connect a 15 or 20 volt battery, 5,000 ohm potentiometer, and an accurate voltmeter in the circuit shown in Fig. 1. With the potentiometer adjusted so that the voltage applied to the capacitor is zero volts, again trim the milliammeter to exactly full scale, using the 5,000 ohm pot, R9.

Step 4: Rotate the 5,000 ohm potentiometer until the meter reads exactly .9 ma and record the voltmeter reading. Again adjust the 5,000 ohm pot for .8 ma and record the voltmeter reading, etc., until the milliammeter is at "0" milliamperes.

Step 5: Each of the voltage readings is a value for e in the equations that follow. Now measure the voltage across the illuminated neon lamp. This should be about 150 volts. Call this voltage E.

Step 6: In the equation \( t = RC \log \frac{E}{E-e} \) use the measured values (to 3 significant figures) of R, C, and E, substitute each value of e obtained in the Voltage-Current table and solve for t in each case. You will need a good table of natural logarithms (Public Library is an excellent source). C is in microfarads, R in megarhms, E in volts. Now you have eleven values for reaction time (in seconds) associated with the milliammeter readings.

Step 7: Tabulate the values of plate current (ma) and the associated reaction times (convert seconds to milliseconds by moving the decimal three places to the right), then plot the calibration curve as in Fig. 2. This curve should closely approximate a straight

[Continued on page 107]
IN our February issue, we brought you an exclusive EI report on the RCA experiments with automatic electronic highways. Since then, developments have been rapid, and EI's Feature Editor has not only taken a ride on a test-track "highway," but in a fully-automated car, developed jointly by General Motors and RCA.

The "robot car" will drive itself only on the electronic highway, and is driven manually on ordinary roads. However, the electronic highway does not require robot cars, and benefits any vehicle on it, whether it has electronic controls or not.

This season, construction is in progress at a very busy highway intersection between Omaha and Boy's Town, Nebraska, where, for 1000 feet in each direction, the RCA detection loops are being installed in all lanes. By sensing each vehicle that passes over them, the loops will count cars, detect bunches of cars, measure the speed of individuals and groups, and pass the information on to a computer, which will constantly adjust the timing of traffic lights at the intersection and along its approaches. Since the system can "see" the entire traffic picture as no human could, it should keep traffic moving at an optimum rate, with a minimum of waiting time at red lights. A similar setup will be employed at New

[Continued on page 104]
Solder wrapped around the cord of a socket and plug as shown, prevents the two connectors from pulling apart.

Use a felt tipped marking pen to mark tube sockets, capacitors, crystal positions, or sub-assemblies. Smear proof ink and variety of colors are features.

Small discs punched out from colored plastic tape are ideal markers for radio-electronic dials and switches. The self-adoring colored discs can also be used for color-coding parts. Iridescent tape can be used for non-illuminated dials and terminals.

A wide rubber band around the body of your electric drill makes a convenient holder for that easily misplaced chuck key. A heavy band can be cut from an old inner tube or glove.

Electronics Illustrated
Shopping for Hi-Fi

how much should you spend?

By Joseph Marshall

THE prudent purchase of high fidelity equipment needn’t be any more difficult than the purchase of anything else. It may look that way sometimes, because the high fidelity industry provides a tremendous choice in its effort to satisfy the needs and preferences of everybody. However, if you follow a few guideposts you don’t have to be an electronic engineer or an acoustic expert to spend your money wisely. The very diversity that seems so baffling at first glance makes it possible for you to get more satisfaction for your money than you can in most fields.

The trouble with most people who set out to buy something is that they rush to the store before they have determined what they really need. The only surer way I know to throw money away is to let yourself be talked into a friendly little game of poker by a trio of affable strangers.

Before we drop in at the local hi-fi and stereo salon, let’s look into our habits, our tastes, our homes and our wallets, and lay down the requirements a salesman needs to meet before we will give him any of our hard-earned money.

There are several factors that determine the kind of high fidelity system you actually need. To make things easy we
You can have great enjoyment with a fairly simple system, like the fine unit at left, or you can gear your gracious living to music, with custom components.

have prepared a “quiz” table which takes the most important of these into account. The very process of filling it out will help clarify matters. When you finish and total up, you can get a pretty accurate idea of the general type of stuff that you will need, and how much it will hurt the family bankroll to fill the bill.

There is a pitfall in this quiz you should see and avoid at the outset. This is not a “How Cultured Are You” or other kind of snobbery quiz. Don’t automatically give yourself “high scores” because you “know what the answers are supposed to be.” This is a serious investigation of what you really want, what you need, and how much you should spend.

The application of our quiz table is fairly obvious, but we might briefly run over the reasoning behind it. For example, if all you want from music is that it provide a low background sound for conversation, reading, eating meals, or simply keeping a housewife company while her husband is at work and the children are in school, you need expensive true high fidelity about as much as a professional bathing beauty needs privacy.

For one thing, at low listening levels the brilliant highs and awesome bass that make music dramatic are lost to the normal ear. Your ears respond to the deep bass and super high notes only when they are fairly loud. The delicate detail of music, which high fidelity is meant to preserve, is just lost in background noise. Furthermore, if that is how you feel about music you couldn’t care less even if you did hear it all. The only “sensible” thing for you to do is to buy an ordinary FM radio.

This idea may dismay you. “Everybody” has high fidelity, and you want to be in style, which is a normal and understandable human desire. Well, stay with us. We’ll help you stay in style without your paying through the nose.

On the other hand, if what you want is to hear Berlioz’s Requiem played by a full symphony orchestra, two brass bands, and three mixed choirs, exactly as you would hear it if you took the trouble to go to Paris the year they played it in some cathedral, you’re a darned fool if you think you can manage the trick with anything less than the best high fidelity system money can buy.

You need a lot better system if you listen attentively for long periods of time than if you play music only occasionally and for short periods. This is because of a very real factor called listener fatigue. A poor system causes a considerable amount of distortion of the musical material it is reproducing. You may not be conscious of distortion, but it is there, and affecting you all the time. It actually tends to tire people out, and make them irritable. This is why you hear shouts of “Turn that thing down!” in households.
HOW TO RATE YOUR HI-FI NEEDS

In each "scoring" box, write the number corresponding to the proposition that most honestly reflects your own situation or preference. If more than one proposition seems to apply, choose the one with the highest number. Add your selected numbers up for the total, then consult the text. Total will affect your expenditure and choice of what you buy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. YOU PLAN TO USE HI-FI FOR</th>
<th>V. SOUND PREFERENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Background music.</td>
<td>1. None whatever.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Attentive Listening.</td>
<td>2. Reasonably undistorted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Concert-hall realism.</td>
<td>3. Highest possible realism.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. LISTENING PERIODS</th>
<th>VI. BASS PREFERENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Less than 1 hour at a time.</td>
<td>1. Moderate bass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 1 to 3 hours at a time.</td>
<td>2. Heavy bass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Periods of 3 hours or more.</td>
<td>3. Cleanest true bass.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. TYPE OF MUSIC</th>
<th>VII. SIZE OF LISTENING ROOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Popular and &quot;mood&quot; music.</td>
<td>1. Less than 225 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Jazz.</td>
<td>2. 225 to 400 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. FAVORED SOURCE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Mostly radio.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Radio, occasionally records.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Mostly records.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where a radio or phonograph isn’t playing loudly at all. A poor system won’t sound better when played infrequently, but then neither will it tire you out or drive your family to distraction. A really good system is always a pleasure to listen to, for any length of time.

By now you have probably looked at our table of requirements and may already have added up your "score." (Notice we label this a "total," because that is all that it is.) If your total is less than 10, your needs are not at all critical and you can meet them for as little as $100, assuming that you will buy all ready-made components rather than kits (more about that in a moment), and assuming you want stereo.
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Mail-order catalogues familiarize you with market, offer excellent system bargains.

If your total is between 10 and 14, you need a pretty good outfit and you ought to figure on spending $300 or more.

If your total is over 14, you will be looking into the top grade hi-fi systems and be prepared to spend $450 or more.

If you score at high-priced levels, your best bet in holding down expenses now is to cut out the least-needed components rather than take a cheaper but more complete system. For example, you can save between 33 and 40 percent of the total cost by buying a monophonic system rather than stereo. Stereo does add tremendously to the realism and awesomeness of music, however, essentially, a stereo system is a double-monophonic system. (It doesn't quite cost twice as much because every item isn't duplicated.) On the other hand, a monophonic system is half a stereo system and you can easily "add stereo" later.

You can save a good amount by leaving out either the radio tuner or the record player. [Continued on page 111]
Hi-Fi Clinic

Converting to Hi-Fi

I own an old console radio-phonograph with three speakers built-in. I would like to convert it to hi-fi and stereo. Can you send me plans on how to accomplish this?

Charles Hebb, Baxter, N. D.

This is typical of many inquiries received by EI every month, and while it would be encouraging to know that any cheap phonograph could be converted to hi-fi simply by changing a dingsus and replacing a wotsit, this is unfortunately not the case. Simply stated, a low-fi phonograph can best be converted to high fidelity by replacing it with a high-fidelity system.

High fidelity is not a tangible thing like microgroove or stereo, so it isn’t possible to convert to hi-fi as we might convert to LP or stereo operation. Fidelity is a function of quality, and low-fidelity phonographs rarely contain a single high-quality part. And the fact that most such phonographs are carefully balanced combinations of unbalanced components means that replacing a single item with a better one may well result in worse rather than better sound.

There is no short cut to high fidelity. A high-fidelity system must consist of high-quality components, so converting a low-fi phonograph to hi-fi by replacing its parts one by one will usually turn out to be far more trouble, and often more costly, than simply scrapping the whole thing and starting out with high-fidelity components.

Cathode Followers

Some of the newer high fidelity equipment advertises cathode follower output and implies this is a virtue. Could you tell me what it is and why it is good?

J. Atkinson, Amenia, New York

In hi-fi equipment, the main advantage of a cathode follower is its low output impedance which allows long lengths of shielded output cable to be used without loss of the higher frequencies and with minimum hum pick-up.

The name cathode follower is used because the output voltage is taken from the cathode (not the plate as is usually the case) and the voltage follows; that is, is in phase with the input voltage.

Soup Up A Recorder?

I recently purchased an inexpensive tape recorder. It sounds pretty good on voice, pretty awful on music. What can I do to improve its frequency response?

C. F. Cravens, Russell Springs, Ky.

I am afraid you just discovered the hard way why some tape recorders sell for less than a hundred dollars whereas others are $200 and more.

Short of rebuilding the recorder's amplifier and replacing its heads, there is little you can do to improve the frequency response. If you are listening to the playback through the recorder's internal speaker, an external speaker connected in place of the recorder's internal speaker will probably result in some improvement.

However, even if you did soup up the electronic part of your recorder, the mechanical tape transport mechanism would still contribute a sort of vibrato effect to music (known as “flutter”) which would prevent you from doing high quality recording with your machine.
El builds a
Radio-Intercom Kit

THE Allied Knight-kit "Ranger" is a table radio with a two-way intercom system. The radio, designed for normal household use, operates on 110-125 volts, 50-60 cycles, AC or DC. The circuit is a standard five tube superheterodyne, with two exceptions: the use of a new 50EH5 output tube provides very high gain without the need for an extra amplifier and secondly, a small selenium rectifier has been added to mute broadcast reception when the remote station calls in. A Hi-Q loop antenna does an effective pickup job in mid-town Manhattan, but can be easily supplemented (there's a screw terminal available) with an external antenna if necessary.

The remote station consists of a separate stamped metal cabinet painted to match the receiver, containing in addition to the speaker, a Listen-Talk switch. A fifty foot length of four-wire cable is provided for interconnecting the two units.

In use the radio works quite well—picking a wealth of AM stations with more than usual volume. The tuning, because of the small size of the dial knob and lack of vernier tuning is a trifle finicky, but a steady hand can turn the trick.

To use the intercom function from the Master unit, you merely depress the spring-loaded button on top of the receiver. This instantly mutes the broadcast, and you may speak to the remote station as long as you hold the button down. When you release the button, there is a momentary lag before the broadcast comes back on. The push-button switch has a positive action.

Bottom view of completed main chassis. Wiring has been greatly simplified by use of printed circuit board. Listen-Talk switch assembly is at upper left.
Assembled master radio-intercom unit and slave (rear) present a modern appearance.

From the Remote station, (which can be up to 50 feet away) you merely operate the Talk-Listen slide switch. To call the Master, you put the switch in the Talk position. This mutes the broadcast, and you speak into the little box. Slide the switch back to the Listen position, and you can receive messages, or, of course, listen to the radio station just as it is being received on the Master station. If you require your remote to be up to 200 feet away, #18 gauge wire is recommended.

The kit is very easy to build, being blessed with a better-than-average instruction manual, well-organized parts inventory and that wonderful helper—the extra large size wall chart to make page turning... [Continued on page 110]
1-Transistor Power Supply/Converter

changes DC battery voltage to high voltage AC.

By R. L. Winklepleck

YOU may be interested in a portable power supply for high voltage insulation testing or for operating a geiger counter. If you’re building an electronic photoflash outfit or modifying one to replace the old vibrator supply, this ultra-simple transistorized power supply may be just what you’ve been looking for.

When transistorized power supplies are mentioned one immediately thinks of the familiar two-transistor multi-vibrator circuit. This certainly is the most efficient circuit for steady loads, but it’s not necessarily the best for all applications.

Let’s consider the stripped-down Hartley oscillator shown in the schematic. It requires only one transistor, one resistor and one transformer. It doesn’t even need a special transformer since almost any power or audio type will do. For top efficiency the base feedback portion of the tapped winding should match the low impedance of the transistor base and the other half should match the relatively high emitter-collector impedance. In practice, however, these values aren’t critical and good results are possible using a transformer with a center-tapped 6.3-volt secondary winding such as the Stancor P-6134. The transistor (Q) can be a CBS 2N255 and the resistor (R) 68 ohms. With only a three-volt DC input the no-load AC output of the unit is approximately 500 volts.

Electronics Illustrated
A 500 mf capacitor can be charged to 450 volts in less than thirty seconds. Only one ampere is drawn from the battery voltage supply.

For more power try a vibrator transformer such as a surplus Philco unit sold by Herbach & Rademan of Philadelphia for one dollar under catalog number TM-3011. Use a Delco 2N441 transistor as Q and a 47 ohm resistor as R. With a five-volt supply a 500 mf capacitor can be charged to 450 volts in ten seconds and it will climb slowly to 650 volts. The peak DC supply current drawn is only two amperes and as the load decreases the supply current will fall to less than one ampere.

The no-load output consists of spikes as shown in the oscilloscope pattern photo 1. Under load, these peaks broaden as shown in photo 2. Note that the output is electrically noisy and requires a lot of filtering if noise is important. It's not very efficient under steady load; but for an application where the load varies and a rather rough output can be tolerated,

Spade lugs are mounted on the transformer (T) to hold the insulated terminal plate. Use high voltage diode (D) and try connecting rectifier circuit across the AC OUT terminals both ways.
it's both good and quite inexpensive.

You must experiment a bit to find the combination of transformer, transistor, resistor and battery voltage which best fits your output voltage and current needs. It's important to stay within your transistor specifications to prevent their destruction. You'll find that with each component combination there is a definite maximum battery voltage beyond which an increase will do little or nothing for output performance. With a little cutting and fitting, however, on a trial and error basis the results can be gratifying and the cost insignificant.

Hook in the rectifier and filter network with the orientation that provides the highest output voltage. In any case, make sure that the positive terminal of diode D is connected to the positive end of the filter capacitor C.

There is one very important point to keep in mind. The intense transient voltage peaks produced can and will puncture both transistors and rectifiers which seem to be well within the safety limits of the operating voltages. Use components which are quite obviously over-rated for the job so they can handle these peaks without difficulty. 

Scope traces of power supply. Left; sharp peaks produced when operating with no load.

Distorted sine wave appears (right) when a load is placed across the AC OUT terminals.
How to Read Schematic Diagrams

By Harvey Pollack
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The Schematic

THE schematic diagram is a direct pipeline between the circuit designer and the experimenter or technician who puts the equipment to work. The schematic carries a wealth of vital information, succinctly and precisely expressed. And because it conveys virtually all the essential details that describe the interconnections between parts, their values, and their circuit relationships, an understanding of the schematic diagram is basic if you want to advance in electronics.

As a first step in working with schematics, you must learn to translate the symbols on the diagram to the actual metal, paper and plastic components in an electronic device. Since it is essential that you recognize certain fundamental electrical linkages that appear most frequently in schematics, we have compiled a series of symbols and photographs which review the language of the schematic diagram in compact form. Look them over to be sure that they are all familiar. (Pages 78-82.)

Series Connection—When the circuit elements such as resistors, capacitors, coils, transformer windings, etc. resemble a chain of sausage links, you have a series circuit. The electric current must flow through each part in turn before returning to the voltage source. (Fig. 1.)
Sources of voltage such as dry cells, generators, transformer secondaries, etc., are in series if the output voltage is the sum of all the individual voltages. A series voltage source will always have one free minus and one free plus terminal in DC circuits.

Parallel Connection—When the circuit elements are hooked up like rungs in a ladder, the circuit is a parallel one. Current flows through each one individually without going through the others. Each branch of a parallel circuit behaves as though the other branches were not there. When equal voltage sources are in parallel, the output is equal to the voltage of any one of the individual sources. (Fig. 2D).

Series-Parallel Connection—Components are in series-parallel when the functions described for both above cases are combined. Voltage sources may also be combined in series-parallel arrangements. (Fig. 3). This type of circuit is often used to provide both higher voltage and higher current.

Voltage Dividers—A voltage divider is made up of a series of components connected across a voltage source. A portion of the voltage may be tapped off by connecting the output leads across one or more of the components. (Fig. 4).

Bridge Circuit—A circuit is bridge-connected if current from a single source can flow in opposite directions in at least one of its components. In an unbalanced bridge (Fig. 5A), current can flow from A to B and from B to A making the net current in the center resistance equal to the difference between the two currents. In a balanced bridge the components make the net current in the common load equal to zero. (Fig. 5B).
Suppose you wanted to analyze the photocell relay circuit shown in Fig. 6. (Incidentally, this is an excellent unit; the relay can be triggered by a 2-cell flashlight at a distance of 30 feet or more!) Your first move should be to break down the circuit into the common configurations. This does not mean that you must draw out the breakdown; you should, however, try to see what configurations are present.

There are several different ways of handling such an analysis. Let's run through one of them together.

We might first draw the photocell (PC1) connected to the 117 volt AC line through series components R1, R2, R3, and SW1 (Fig. 7). In this simple arrangement, when SW1 is closed, current will flow in the series circuit through each component before returning to the source. The amount of current will depend, of course, upon the size of the applied voltage and the total series resistance of PC1, R1, R2, and R3. When this type of photocell has no light on it, its resistance is very high (in the megohms region) so that the current flowing through this series circuit will be tiny indeed. Note the R2 is variable and also controls the current.

In the next step (Fig. 8) we add a relay armature (RL1) and an AC receptacle (SO1) in series with each other, but in parallel with the series combination consisting of R1, PC1, R2, and R3. (Fig. 8). This new circuit is independent of the other components in the sense that it does not affect them, nor do they affect the new circuit. If the normally open (N.O.) relay contacts are closed by depressing the relay armature, 117 volts AC will appear across the terminals of SO1 and can serve to light a lamp or ring a bell. (We are assuming throughout that switch SW1 is closed.)

Fig. 9 shows another series group comprising the relay coil (RL1) and the 5823 tube V1 connected in parallel with the series combination of R1, PC1, and R2. Note that 117 volts AC is applied across the series circuit containing R3, the relay coil RL1 and the 5823 cold-cathode thyratron tube V1. As long as V1's grid is "floating" or unconnected, V1 cannot conduct, hence no current can flow in the R3-V1-RL1 circuit. Later, the photocell will make the grid of the tube go instantaneously positive so that the 5823 will conduct.

Since the current
through this tube would be too high if the only load in its circuit were the resistance of RL1, the additional resistor (R3) is included to keep the current down to a safe level.

Referring once again to the complete schematic diagram (Fig. 6), we see that, in addition to the parts in Fig. 9, we have added the following: a capacitor (C1) across the relay coil in parallel with it, a wire connection from pin #4 of V1 (the control grid) to the junction of PC1 and R2, and a capacitor (C2) from the grid of V1 to its cathode (pin #3 or #7). The photocell relay is now complete. Capacitor C1 smooths out the voltage drop across RL1 to prevent the relay from "chattering" when energized; the grid and cathode of the tube are now connected in parallel with the section of R2 included between its upper end and its wiper (middle contact). Thus, any voltage drop that appears across this portion of the resistor due to changing light conditions on PC1 will be applied between the grid and cathode of V1. Capacitor C2 stabilizes the voltage developed across the active part of R2 by the amount of light falling on PC1.

**Laying Out A Chassis**

Having built up the final schematic from its basic configurations, we will now consider the layout of the chassis on which the unit is to be built. The schematic offers no clue as to the best location of the components, where the holes should be drilled for the sockets, photocell, switch, line cord, components, where the relay should be placed. Since the actual layout is not critical in equipment of this
At left, the components of the photo-relay are laid out as in schematic. Practical working layout at right is designed for convenient operation.

Type, the layout used depends only upon convenience in use and appearance in its final state. The parts might be mounted in exactly the same positions as they occupy on the schematic diagram (see photo). But if a chassis is used, this layout is not logical since it makes no use whatever of the front, rear, and side of the chassis.

In planning your layout from a schematic, you should visualize the conditions you expect in the surrounding installation site so that you can locate important components conveniently.

(a) The switch and sensitivity control are probably the only components you will want on the front apron.

(b) The photocell should be placed on the apron that will face the light source in the final installation of the completed unit. In this model, the light was to come from the right side, hence the cell faces this way.

(c) An available source of AC to power the unit happened to be located to the left of the chassis; thus, the line cord emerges from this side.

(d) Output receptacle SO1 could have been mounted anywhere. The rear panel was selected because the alarm bell plug that fits into SO1 should be at a location where it could not be easily dislodged.

Why was the tube placed on the right and the relay on the left of the chassis? If you'll check the schematic, you'll see that the tube is most closely associated with PC1 and sensitivity control R2, and that the relay is connected with the output socket SO1 and the line cord. The wiring is more direct this way, and the layout more logical. Although the relay could have been positioned under the chassis—which would have made the two feed-through grommeted holes unnecessary—inexpensive types like this one are more reliable when mounted upright. Note that there is AC voltage on the relay contacts, so if the device is to be installed in an exposed position, a cover for the chassis would be desirable.

Looking under the chassis, we note several details that do not appear on the schematic diagram. Good construction practice does not permit small components or wires to be spliced in mid-
PARTS LIST FOR PHOTOCELL RELAY

R1—220,000 ohms, 1/2-watt resistor
R2—10 megohm potentiometer
R3—1500 ohms, 1/2-watt resistor
C1—8 mf 150 V electrolytic capacitor
C2—002 mf, 200 volts or higher disc capacitor
PCI—Photo-cell (Clarex CL-3)
RLI—Relay, 500-ohm coil, SPDT contacts, upper contact not used (Potter and Brumfield type LBS)
SWI—SPST slide switch
V1—5823 cold-cathode thyatron tube
SOI—Chassis mounting AC receptacle
TS1,TS2—2-post terminal strip (neither post grounded)
Misc.—117 volt line cord and plug

Parts not shown in Schematic Diagram
Aluminum chassis 5" x 7" x 2", 7-pin miniature socket with shield, four rubber grommets, knob, hardware (screws, nuts, etc.)

Three different modes of presenting the photocell relay; each showing some aspects of the device which is implied, but not shown, in the other views. An experienced technician who is aware of the practical problems of construction can build directly from the schematic.
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air so that parts "float" on the ends of long leads. Hence, two terminal strips (TS1 and TS2) are employed. One of these provides termination for one line cord wire and both pigtails of R1. The other terminal strip supports the leads of photocell PC1 whose window peers through the rubber grommeted hole on the right side of the chassis. The ends of R3 are held by one terminal of switch SW1 and the wiper (center) terminal of R2; C2 is supported by connecting its pigtail leads directly to pins #3 and #4 of the tube socket. Similarly, capacitor C1 is secured by its leads directly to the coil terminals of RL1. Note that C1 is an electrolytic capacitor, so indicated by the + and − markings on the schematic. This capacitor must be connected with the polarities as shown; the same is not true of C2, a ceramic disc type.

Alternative Schematics

Beginners are often bewildered by the fact that a given circuit may be drawn schematically in several different ways without changing the electrical nature of the circuit. Tubes are shown inverted or lying on their sides, relays are vertical or horizontal, resistors and capacitors are moved from vertical to horizontal legs, and relay contacts are interchanged. Figures 10 and 11 are examples of the variations possible for the same circuit we have discussed above. In general, one can say that the best schematic is the one that's easiest to follow. A good draftsman will plan his work so that the finished diagram will appear to be as simple as possible, with as few cross-overs as he can manage. On this basis, the schematic of Fig. 6 is the best because it has no cross-over connections and does give the impression of simplicity. Fig. 11 does have one cross-over, while the drawing in Fig. 10 somehow makes one feel that the circuit is more complex than it actually is. In any case, all three drawings yield identical electrical information and should be viewed merely as different means of expression depending upon the draftsman's whims.
Top and underside views of a standard five tube AC-DC radio. See pictorial diagram on page 77 for closeup view of its component layout and wiring.

Schematic of an AC-DC Radio

Facility in working with schematics can be developed only through practice. Learning the symbols and studying examples, such as the preceding circuits, are but first steps on a long road. Before you start planning a chassis of your own, let's take a look at how the professional engineers do it by checking the construction of a typical AC-DC radio.

From left to right along the row of tubes, see p. 76, are a 12BE6 converter stage, then a 12BA6 intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier, followed by a 12AV6 detector-audio amplifier, and finally a 50C5 audio power output stage. Immediately below the 12BA6 is the rectifier tube, a 35W4. In operation, the rectifier together with its filter network, two sections of C7 and R7, provides DC plate and screen power for the tubes. The amplitude-modulated signal is picked up by the antenna loop, L1, and is fed to the 12BE6 at pin 7. Due to the circuit involving L2, C2B and C2D connected to pin 1, a part of the 12BE6 oscillates, causing a heterodyne or mixing action to occur within the tube. The broadcast signal emerges at the plate (pin 5) of the 12BE6 converted to the IF of the receiver, 455 kc. The signal is then amplified by the 12BA6, detected by the diode part (pin 5) of the 12AV6, and the resulting de-modulated audio is fed to pin 1 for further amplification by the triode section of the same tube. Power amplification, sufficient to operate the loudspeaker, is accomplished in the 50C5 circuit.

The stage-by-stage layout of the schematic diagram suggests a possible chassis layout to some extent. The logical place for the 12BA6 would be at the rear of the chassis near the main variable capacitor C2A/C2B. Hence the tube line-up begins with the 12BE6 in the right, rear corner. Next to the tube is T1, the first IF transformer, and immediately adjacent to this component is the 12BA6. Continuing leftward, we find the second IF transformer T2 followed by the 12AV6 detector-audio amplifier. As you can see, chassis layout follows the schematic closely right up to the
Pictorial diagram of AC-DC receiver whose schematic is shown on opposite page. The printed circuit receiver shown in inset has identical circuit.

50C5 which is mounted close to the output transformer, T3 and the speaker. The 35W4 is mounted at the far left.

Wiring is always most effective, and performance most trouble-free when interconnections are made as short and direct as possible. Thus, tube sockets are mounted so that the tube element lugs are sensibly placed for good wiring. Terminal strips are positioned to support small components in the best places, and plan for outside leads such as line cord and antenna in advance.

As you probably now appreciate, reading schematics means something more than understanding that a "sawtooth" symbolizes a resistor and a series of loops means a coil. To truly "read" a schematic one must be able to analyze a circuit, break it down into its component elements and understand the interaction of the "sub-circuits" upon each other. The photo-electric circuit we examined earlier illustrates the problems involved. More importantly, it illustrates the approach and analysis techniques you can use to understand and design circuits. On the following five pages are most of the electronic symbols you will encounter in schematics.
Clip Tricks and Tips

By John Comstock

Mark the pages of your favorite electronics magazine with an alligator clip when you want to return to a certain article quickly.

A clip force-fit into a hole drilled in a corner of your bench or set in vise makes a good miniature soldering vise and small parts holder.

Restringing a radio's dial cord is easier with a tool made of an alligator clip slipped over the tip of a small screwdriver and crimped.

Clips that are used to grip tiny wires should either have their teeth filled with solder or completely filed down for a sure grip.
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DX from the Real "Treasure Island"

It's no "pirate," but logging it is a real challenge.
By C. M. Stanbury, II

In the fall of 1958, DX listeners were searching for the island of Nibi Nibi. This island, immortalized in the book Penguin Island, was supposed to have both a short wave and a broadcast-band station. Of course there was no such station and just to make the hoax complete, nobody is certain which island in the Society group the author intended. Thus for practical purposes Nibi Nibi didn't even exist.

You can make up for all that lost DX hunting time. Go after Treasure Island. That's right, Robert Louis Stevenson's Treasure Island, far more famous than Nibi Nibi ever was.

Treasure Island is actually Isla de Pinos, a Cuban possession 100 miles South of Havana and legally a part of the province of Havana. Before the Castro regime came to power, a group of
businessmen capitalizing on Stevenson's classic attempted to turn the island into a tourist center. The project included a broadcast station, CMBN, at Nueva Gerona, largest and most modern town on Isla de Pinos. Although CMBN was a BCB operation (1370 kc), it operated all night. After 0300 EST Mondays, with the channel clear, it was frequently heard throughout the U.S. While transmitting entirely in Spanish, QSL letters were issued to many DXers in English. CMBN represented a golden opportunity to bag Treasure Island, but with the coming of Fidel Castro, the tourist business dropped off drastically and CMBN ceased all night broadcasting.

Can Treasure Island be heard today? Yes. Almost any SWL with a reasonable amount of patience will even now be able to catch this rare DX. But instead of the BCBer, the Utility listener has the edge. New target station is COL9 operated by the Cuban Air Force at Coronel Martin Marrerro Aerodromo just outside Nueva Gerona.

During daylight hours the Cuban Air Force transmits on 9018 kc (just below the 31 Meter SWBC band). In the East this is certainly an easy channel to locate as it is a mere 9 kc above the widely heard Voice of Zion (4XB31 at Jerusalem). The latter will not be so consistent in the West, and without a crystal calibrator you will have to hunt a little. [Continued on page 104]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQ. KC</th>
<th>CALL</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>315</td>
<td>CIP</td>
<td>Air Force Beacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1370</td>
<td>CMBN</td>
<td>Standard Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2760</td>
<td>CLB</td>
<td>Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3035</td>
<td>COL9</td>
<td>Air Force (night)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5718</td>
<td>COL9</td>
<td>Air Force (dusk-dawn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9018</td>
<td>COL9</td>
<td>Air Force (day)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-Castro Cuban QSL's. For "Treasure Island" you may have to make up your own card, but the author tells you how to get authorities to sign it.
E 1 builds a
Wide Range Speaker Kit

All parts furnished with the AS-2 kit. Gloves on instruction manual are for handling glass wool, use them. Keep cabinet in plastic bag until you are ready to mount the crossover.

Front view of speaker system with all speakers in place. Note putty calking around plastic tweeter housing and woofer frame. This serves as airtight seal for infinite baffle cabinet.
BOOKSHELF size speakers (which almost no one ever puts on a bookshelf, they are so good looking) are among the best selling speaker systems. Furthermore, among bookshelf speakers, the low-efficiency type has become justly popular for its clean bass response. The Heathkit AS-2 series are such systems; in particular, they use the acoustic suspension principle under license from Acoustic Research, Inc. Although the entire system is highly scientific in concept, the only critical manufacturing aspect is the making of the "floppy" speaker suspension and voice coil assembly. Heath furnishes the complete speaker as a unit, all the builder need do is assemble the crossover network, mount it in the cabinet, fill the cabinet with sound absorbent material (this is an infinite baffle enclosure, all the backwave of the woofer is absorbed in the cabinet), mount the woofer and tweeter speakers to the face of the enclosure, and finally, put the grill cloth board in place.

Be careful when inserting fiberglas pieces in the tweeter frame, don't push too hard on the tweeter cone. Don't throw away any of these fiberglas pieces, no matter how small, you will need all of them. Screw the tweeters securely to their plastic housing but not so tight as to bend their frames. This enclosure must be airtight; use all the putty calking that comes with the kit. And, very important, do use the plastic gloves furnished when handling the glass wool for the enclosure—you will itch for days if you don't.

After extensive music listening and laboratory tests, the Heathkit AS-2 speaker system at $69.95 for the ready-to-stain model and $79.95 in mahogany or birch is a Good Buy.
Attachment plug at left is hard-to-get two-prong polarized type. Finger points to the wider of the two prongs; this is the "ground" side of the circuit. Polarized plug can go into circuit only one way. Center plug is ordinary type, can be inserted two ways. At right is the new type three-prong polarized safety plug. The one longer, thinner prong is for ground.

Diagram below shows basic power wiring of old-style radio set. Note ground location.

Somewhat improved arrangement of power circuit, chassis ground is away from switch.

**FIG. 1A**

SWITCH  
TUBE CIRCUITS IN SET  
2-PRONG LINE PLUG  
CHASSIS GROUND

**FIG. 1B**

SWITCH  
LINE PLUG  
CHASSIS GROUND
THERE is a general impression that “grounding” the frames or cases of electronic equipment and household appliances renders them harmless from the shock standpoint. Sometimes it does, but with certain radio and television receivers this treatment can just as readily start a display of fireworks.

Without question, the worst offenders are transformerless radio and TV sets of the AC/DC “hot chassis” type, which have been sold by the million.

The basic power circuit of the AC/DC set looks like either Fig. 1A or 1B. In Fig. 1A, note carefully that the “chassis ground” goes to one side of the switch and one end of the tube circuits; in Fig. 1B, the chassis ground is connected to the other end of the tube circuits and one side of the line plug.

Now consider what can happen if you decide to replace the present two-prong line plug with one of those new “safety” three-prong plugs. These work with an adapter that fits existing two-prong outlets, or they go directly into new-type outlets especially made for them. You add a third wire to the line cord, and fasten one end under a chassis screw on the radio or TV receiver and the other to the round, protruding “ground” prong on the new plug.

Since the two existing wires of the line cord look exactly alike, you connect them to the two flat prongs of the plug without regard for their actual identity. This means that two combinations of plug connections are possible. Suppose that the first combination looks like that of Fig. 2A. You push in the three-prong plug. The switch is open, so nothing happens. Trace the whole circuit: the “hot” side of the power line goes to the plug prong that goes to the switch, the ground side of the power line goes to the far end of the tube circuits, and the extra ground wire goes to the chassis of the set. Since the second two wires, both “grounds,” parallel each other, both ends of the tube circuits go to the same point; in other words, the tube circuits are short-circuited to themselves! However, no damage has been done because the circuit hasn't been energized as yet.

Now close the switch, and if there’s still a light left working in the room, trace the Fig. 2A circuit, or rather the dead short circuit, that results: hot side of power line, through switch, right

Polarized adapter fits into standard receptacle. It takes old-style or three-prong plug.

Three-prong polarized plugs can be used in old-style receptacles by means of an adapter.
back to grounded side of line! No matter what its rating, the line fuse will burn out and in all probability the switch in the set will weld shut.

Suppose the other combination of plug connections exists, as in Fig. 2B. With the switch off, you insert the plug in the power outlet. To your surprise, the filaments light up and the set starts working in normal fashion... with the switch off. How come? Easy: hot side of power line to far end of tube circuits, left end of tube circuits to center ground lead, and back through ground side of power line.

With sets of the Fig. 1B variety, the
wrong plug connections will again short circuit the line switch through ground. However, the other plug connections afford complete protection, as Fig. 2C proves. With the switch open, the set is off, since the hot line ends at the switch. If you accidentally touch the chassis while you are in contact with a water pipe, a radiator or some other grounded object, absolutely nothing happens, because the chassis is already connected to the grounded side of the power line, not merely by one but by two wires! The three-prong safety plug can be inserted only one way, so the protection is automatic and permanent. With an ordinary two-prong plug there is always the possibility of inserting it in such a manner that an ungrounded set chassis becomes 115 volts "hot" in relation to any ground.

You are probably wondering why a special three-prong plug should be needed at all. Why not simply use a polarized two-prong plug, having prongs of unequal size to match the unequal slots in power outlets? Connect the set chassis to the wide prong, which fits only into the grounded leg of the power line, and the set is safely grounded. This would be easy except for the fact that polarized two-prong plugs to fit common two-slot outlets are extremely difficult to obtain.

Sets using the arrangement of Fig. 1A are real stinkers, because the chassis ground must remain isolated electrically from the power line ground, unless you want to rewire the power circuit. To make them safe, make sure that the chassis is isolated physically. Examine the bottoms for protruding screw heads, and tape them over. Also check the control knobs, and if they have set screws cover them with narrow strips of tape. One particularly bad case of the electrocution of a child in a bathtub was traced to [Continued on page 108]

Complete protection against chassis shock is obtained with this variation of Fig. 1B circuit.

In better receivers "floating ground" is isolated from chassis by a resistor and capacitor.
Electronic Crossword
By Dahrl C. Stultz

[See November issue for solution]

ACROSS
1. International radio "Q" signal for "interference."
3. A semi-conductor device.
10. With an inductive component in a circuit the current will _______ the voltage.
11. An uninsulated conductor.
12. Audio frequency. 15. Unit of current.
21. Ultra high (frequency).
22. Intermediate frequency.
25. Placing intelligence on a carrier.
33. Oscillator (abbreviated).
34. The electron source in a vacuum tube.
37. Amplification factor.
39. Ohm's Law: E = _______.
40. Ohm's Law: P = _______.
41. Millivolts.
43. The vacuum tube element that controls the flow of electrons from cathode to anode.
46. A vacuum tube that has not been fully evacuated is called a _______ tube.
49. A temporary component of current in a circuit during adjustment to a changed load, different source voltage, or line impulse.

DOWN
1. A card exchanged between radio amateurs to confirm radio communication with each other.
2. Prefix meaning one million.
4. Radio frequency. 5. No connection.
6. Opposition to alternating current.
7. The English call this a "valve."
8. The opposition to current flow in a DC circuit.
13. Frequency modulation.
17. A circuit made up of resistors and capacitors.
18. Unit of resistance.
23. Unit of capacitance.
26. A tube with two triodes in it.
27. Interrupted continuous waves.
28. Plate resistance.
30. Vibration of a body at a rate which can be detected by human ears.
32. Alternating current.
35. A resistance marked "1 k" is equal to 1,000 _______.
36. The absolute CGS unit of energy.
38. The electron collecting electrode in a vacuum tube.
42. Unit of electromotive force.
44. Amateur term for complete ham station.
45. Double pole, single throw switch.
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facilities. In the meantime, Mrs. Boynton began to bring the science courses up to date and transfer to her students some of her own excitement over recent scientific developments. Soon, some students began to start small science projects, and Mrs. Boynton began to lay plans for a local science fair.

To let Pikeville know what was going on, Mrs. Boynton arranged for her students with projects to appear on a Chattanooga television program. A local furniture store set up receivers in the school so that those remaining behind could see their classmates on TV. Excitement among the students began to mount.

The town was beginning to take pride in its young scientists, too. And everyone began to look forward to the first science fair. Business firms, civic groups, and individuals chipped in to raise the more than $100 needed for prizes and expenses connected with the fair. And finally, with 188 exhibits, Pikeville's first science fair, held on Saturday, April 5, 1958, was a huge success.

Mrs. Boynton took some 30 of the local winners on to the Regional Fair, where Bledsoe County's students took no top award, but did place in some divisions. After the Regional, they went back home fired with determination to do better next year. In the spring of 1959, 210 students entered the Pikeville local fair; and of those who went on to the Regional, Bledsoe County's Billy Redmond won a Navy Science Cruise Award with his homemade meteorological station. To help keep interest high, Mrs. Boynton arranged another TV appearance.

"The regional fairs did us a lot of good," said Mrs. Boynton. "Our exhibits were getting better each year as our students saw what other schools were doing." By the fall of 1959, Bledsoe students proved her right by sweeping all awards at the Regional Tennessee Junior Academy of Science. They went on to capture several places at the State Junior Academy meet.

One of the big problems through the past few years has been money—or rather, the lack of it. Transportation to and from fairs, equipment and materials for projects, prizes for winners, special books and reference materials—all cost money. Although the town's people, civic clubs, and businesses all helped to support the work of the town's young scientists, there was still a shortage of funds. In some cases, the teachers made up the difference out of their own pockets—one fair cost Mrs. Boynton a month's pay before it was over.

The students decided on a do-it-yourself project to raise money. Their first idea: talk to the basketball coach and get permission to operate a soft drink concession. Then someone suggested that the science club might become a kind of collective correspondent for the Chattanooga News Free Press.

The students went at these new projects with their usual enthusiasm and soon the results began to show. Said Mrs. Boynton, reporting on the fund-raising project recently, "We made $92 at the basketball tournament last Spring, and our check from the paper has ranged from $6 to $16 a week ever since we started."

The most pressing problem now is the lack of scientific equipment in the school laboratory. Commercial scientific equipment is expensive, and the entire science department has a budget of only $200-$300 a year. This takes care of everything from chemical and biological supplies to physics equipment to pencil sharpeners. Again the students decided on a do-it-yourself approach. They solicited old radios from the people in Pikeville, dismantling them and used the parts in electronic experiments. Many students who have built science fair projects that would be useful as laboratory equipment have donated them after exhibition.

Impressed by the activity in the science department, the Bledsoe County School Board recently managed to spearhead an effort to raise enough money, under a joint City-State-Federal program, to buy a microscope and sixteen modern laboratory desks with facilities for gas and water.

A lack of materials and facilities fails to dampen the teacher's or the class members' enthusiasm for science. Saundra Sanders, for example, a pretty, 17-year-old junior at Bledsoe, read a biography of Albert Einstein for a report in English last year. Fascinated by the great theorist's ideas, Saundra read everything that she could find on the subject. When it came time to pick a science fair project this year, she chose an exhibit explaining the mathematical derivation of Einstein's ideas on matter and energy as summarized by his famous equation, \( E=mc^2 \).

To illustrate the interchangeability of matter and energy, she built a cloud chamber, showing the radioactive decay of radium. Short of equipment and standard parts, Saundra set out last August to gather
the necessary materials. She collected a large pickle jar from a local restaurant, an aluminum dish pan, copper strips cut from a moonshine still (which had been raided by "revenooers," confiscated, hacked to pieces, and left in a junk yard), and a little pile of radium salts scraped from luminous clock hands. These basic ingredients, combined with a few miscellaneous parts and a generous dash of ingenuity, won her the local and regional fairs and a trip to Indianapolis as Bledsoe High's first National Science Fair finalist.

With everything going at top speed, Mrs. Boynton really has only one problem now—finding more hours in the day. In addition to teaching chemistry, physics, and biology, and studying for advanced degrees at Tennessee Polytechnic, she is a busy homemaker. She also finds time to pay scores of calls on her students in their homes to help with their out-of-class science projects. When the contestants are getting ready for a fair, she rarely manages to get home before 11:00 at night.

Why is Mrs. Boynton not only willing, but eager to put in so many hours of hard work for her teacher's paycheck? "When you see that sparkle in the eye and know you've rung a bell, there's nothing in the world like it," she said.

N. Y. City's Bronx High School of Science is different in almost every way from Bledsoe County High. Yet this celebrated institution also owes its outstanding performance to the vision and enthusiasm of one dedicated teacher. Dr. Morris Meister began to dream back in the 1930's of a school to teach and guide gifted, scientifically inclined youngsters who were interested in science. In 1938 he convinced the New York school board that his idea would work, but there was still one big problem. There was no school building available.

Dr. Meister looked around, found an old building in the Bronx that had been tried and abandoned as unusable by three other schools. Convinced that the building wasn't the important thing, Dr. Meister thought it just fine. For the first few years, Science High was propelled by little other than this educator's personal enthusiasm and drive, but soon his results began to be known. Then it was only a few years until "Science" was recognized as one of the outstanding schools of its kind in the country. That "unusable" building, by the way, was its home for 20 years.

Dr. Meister left "Science" three years ago to become President of Bronx Community College, but his place was taken by another outstanding educator, Alexander Taffel. Dr. Taffel, a physicist by training, shares Dr. Meister's ideals, and is carrying on in the same tradition. Two years ago, the Science faculty realized a long-standing dream when it moved into a new home: a handsome new building with lots of laboratory space, an astronomical observatory, greenhouses, and other facilities befitting a school of its stature. But as fine as these things are, Dr. Taffel rates them second in importance to an intangible asset, the zeal of "Science's" teachers—and students.

Take Robert Strom, for example, Bronx Science's 1960 finalist at the National Science Fair. Robert, a 13-year-old sophomore, conceived, designed, and built at home an analogue computer that predicts astronomical events and solves parametric equations, presenting its solutions in the form of a series of curves on an oscilloscope face. This was in addition to his required research project at school.

Electronics Illustrated asked Dr. Taffel how Science managed to keep its students at such a high level of accomplishment. "The most important ingredient in 'Science's' success," he said, "is the tremendous power of enthusiasm of our teachers for the subjects they're teaching. Modern buildings and well-equipped laboratories are a great help, but we could get along without them if we had to. What we couldn't do without is our teachers who, themselves, are excited by the challenge of science and scientific education."

What makes an outstanding science high school? Be it in the Bronx or in Pikeville, the answer is the same: teachers who think the greatest, most wonderful job in the world is teaching science, and guiding and inspiring youngsters toward science careers. The lesson is obvious: the money we must spend to keep our nation strong scientifically must go to train and keep outstanding science teachers.

Swing to Single Sideband

Continued from page 47

So many hams have been convinced that the pros far outweigh the cons that retailers dealing with ham equipment report ninety-five percent of transmitter sales to hams beyond the novice class these days are for SSB gear. Many foresee the day—and not too far distant—when "sideband" will be required on all phone bands from 10 to 160 meters. "Sideband," in short, is not only here to stay, it is almost without question here to take over!
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HI-FI RATED 25/25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER-PREAMPLIFIER KIT (AA-50)
A complete 25/25 watt stereo power and control center (50 watts mono)...5 switch-selected inputs for each channel...new mixed center speaker output...stereo reverse and balance controls...special channel separation control...separate tone controls for each channel with ganged volume controls...all of these deluxe features in a single, compact and handsomely styled unit! Five inputs for each 25 watt channel are provided: stereo channel for magnetic phono cartridge (RIAA equalized); tape head input; three high level auxiliary inputs for tuners, TV, etc. There is also an input for monophonic magnetic phono cartridge, so switched that monophonic records can be played through either or both amplifiers. The automatically mixed center speaker output lets you fill in the "hole-in-the-middle" found in some stereo recordings, or add extra monophonic speakers in other locations. Nearly all of the components are mounted on two circuit boards, simplifying assembly and minimizing possibility of wiring errors. Handsome cabinet features new "visor" effect, with vinyl-clad steel cover in black leather-like texture with gold design. 30 lbs.

STEREO RECORD PLAYER KIT (AD-10)
Made by famous Garrard of England to superb specifications. "Plug-in" cartridge feature. Rubber matted heavy turntable is shock-mounted, and idler wheels retract when turned off to prevent flat spots. Powered by a line-filtered, four-pole induction motor at 16, 33 1/3, 45 and 78 rpm. Supplied with Sonotone STA4-SD ceramic stereo turnover cartridge with .7 mil diamond and 3 mil sapphire stylus. Assemblies in minutes; mechanism and vinyl covered mounting base pre-assembled, arm pre-wired. With 12" record on table, requires approximately 15" W. x 13" D. x 6" H. Color styled in cocoa brown and beige. 10 lbs.
Mechanism Only: Less cartridge, base and cables. Model AD-30, 8 lbs., $22.95

ECONOMY PREAMPLIFIER KIT (AA-20)
Although these two new Heathkit models are designed as companion pieces, either one can be used with your present stereo system. The preamplifier (AA-20) features 4 inputs in each stereo channel (RIAA "mag" phono, "xtal" phono, and two auxiliary inputs). A six-position function selector switch gives you instant selection of "Amplifier A" or "Amplifier B" for single channel monophonic; "Monophonic A" or "Monophonic B" for dual channel monophonic using both amplifiers and either preamplifier: "Stereo" and "Stereo Reverse". Self-powered. (AA-20) 8 lbs.

HI-FI RATED 14/14 WATT BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER KIT (AA-30)
Two 14-watt high fidelity amplifiers, one for each stereo channel, are packaged in the single, compact, handsomely styled amplifier (AA-30). Suitable for use with any stereo preamplifier or with a pair of monophonic preamplifiers, it features individual channel gain controls, speaker phase reversal switch and convenient pilot light. Output accommodates 4, 8 and 16 ohm speakers. Handsome satin black expanded-metal cover, gold colored chassis. (AA-30) 21 lbs.
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### First of a Series Designed to Teach the Fundamentals of Electronics

**EK-1**

$19.95

**Educational Kit (EK-1)**

Youngsters and oldsters alike will find this kit a priceless introduction into the wonderful world of electronics. Now, at less than the cost of several standard textbooks on the subject, Heath offers a complete basic electricity course, resulting in a finished test instrument of a thousand and one uses. The EK-1 is a combination kit and text-workbook designed to teach the principles of voltage, current, and resistance — the basic "yardsticks" of electronics to students of junior high level. Adults also will find the project beneficial as a beginning or refresher course in electronics. When finished with the project the student will have learned the theory and construction of direct current series and parallel circuits, voltmeter, ammeter and ohmmeter circuits and the application of ohms law to these circuits. The completed meter will then be used to verify ohms law and the maximum power transfer theorem, one of the most important theorems in electronics. The finished kit, a practical volt-ohm-milliammeter, may be used to make measurements of voltage, current and resistance in a wide variety of applications.

Procedures for checking home appliances and automobile circuits are included with the kit. The EK-1 will serve as a prerequisite to following Heathkit Educational Kits. Get started NOW in this new and exciting series. 4 lbs.

### Free Catalog

Describes over 150 different and exciting kits in Hi-Fi, Test, Ham Radio, Marine and Hobby fields. Send for yours today!

**HEATH COMPANY** Benton Harbor 39, Mich.

Please send my free copy of your complete catalog.
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### 6-Transistor Portable Radio Kit (XR-2 Series)

**XR-2P**

$29.95

(6 lbs.)

6-Transistor Portable Radio Kit (XR-2 series)

Dependable portable entertainment wherever you are — wherever you go! Choose the gleaming, two-tone molded plastic model or the handsome simulated leather-and-plastic combination — both feature a gracefully curved grille in smart beige plastic. The XR-2P complements the handsome grille with a mocha colored case of high-impact plastic, while the XR-2L encases the grille in sun tan color Sur-o-Lon simulated leather. Vermin tuning control gives you smooth, precise station selection. Six Texas Instrument transistors are used for quality performance and long life; a large 4" x 6" PM speaker provides "big set" richness of tone. Ready to play after simple assembly — transformers prealigned. Six flashlight batteries used for power (500-1000 hrs.) (batteries not included).

**XR-2L**

$34.95

(7 lbs.)

### 10 & 6 Meter Transceiver Kits

Complete ham facilities at low cost! Ideal for beginning and veteran hams for "local" net operations. Transmitter and receiver are combined in one easy-to-use instrument. Features neat, modern styling, press-to-talk transmit/receive switch, built-in AC power supply, variable gain control and built-in amplifier metering jack. Operates mobile using vibrator power supply. Microphone and two power cables included. Styled in mocha and beige. Less crystal, 10 lbs.

Vibrator Power Supplies: VP-1-6 (6v.), VP-1-12 (12v.). 4 lbs. kit; $8.95 ea., Wired; $12.95 ea.

---

*The convenience of Local Heathkit Sales and Service costs but a few dollars more.
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The problem in SSB generation is how to get rid of one sideband, how to suppress the carrier in the transmitter, and, above all, how to reinsert a carrier in the receiver in exactly the right relationship to the received sideband.

The carrier is suppressed (if never absolutely eliminated) by a balanced modulator, which is simply a mixer which "passes" the sum and difference frequencies of an AM signal generated at a low level, but does not reflect the original carrier frequency in its output.

This is a simple device. Schematically, at first glance it looks like any push-pull amplifier.

Now comes the problem of getting rid of the unwanted sideband. There are two basic methods, the phasing and the filter methods. Generally speaking the phasing method is a little easier, a little cheaper, and not quite so stable. It works on the old principle that two signals of equal level fed 180 degrees out of phase cancel each other, while signals in phase reinforce each other. Special combinations of resistors and capacitors are capable of producing the proper phase shift.

The filter method simply slams the radio door in the face of the unwanted sideband. Suppose we wanted to pass the upper of two sidebands on a 500 kc signal. We have our choice of two kinds of filters (crystal or coil-capacitor combinations). A filter may pass a narrow band of frequencies between 500 and 503 kc. This is a band-pass filter. Or it may simply reject all frequencies not as high as 500 kc, making it a high-pass filter.

SSB offers the choice of either one of the two sidebands, and it is not at all difficult to switch from one to the other at either the receiving or transmitting end. A custom has grown up among amateurs to use upper sideband in the 10, 15 and 20 meter bands, lower sideband on 40, and either sideband on 80 meters.

Of course, if the receiver is tuned to receive upper sideband, a lower sideband signal will be unintelligible, and vice versa. But shifting the receiver from "upper" to "lower" can often be done with the BFO knob alone.

It is easiest to generate SSB signal at low power levels and at low frequencies, and then, when the signal is small but "complete," so to speak, multiplying power and frequency to the desired output level. Signal frequencies are raised by the heterodyne method. If we have created our SSB signal at 500 kc and wish to transmit at 14300 kc we simply mix it with signal at, say, 13800 and pick off the 14300 kc sum frequency output.

We must then amplify this signal to the desired level with a linear amplifier—one in which the output signal is an exact (or nearly exact) replica of the input signal, for remember, all the audio is already part of the signal, and any distortion of the waveform in a later amplifier shows up on the air. (With AM, the audio power is not impressed on the carrier until the carrier is raised to its highest power level, so any method of raising that power level before audio is added is all right. A non-linear amplifier may be used.)

So now we have generated a clean Single Sideband signal. The air is full of them these days. They work so well that when conditions are good, "roundtables" can involve stations in every continent in the world. Transoceanic contacts are so common on SSB that they are no longer regarded as DX. Once the miracle of DX was not that one did it well, but that one did it at all. Nowadays the sidebander finds he has a chance really to talk to his friends overseas. He gets to know them, because he can hear them and they can hear him. Annoying interference from other stations is not entirely eliminated but is greatly reduced. So is voice-distorting selective fading, so common over long distances on straight AM when one sideband fades at a different rate from the other sideband.

The author remembers contacting a South African station, ZS6KD, while operating from his car, parked in Times Square, New York City! Not only was the contact "100% solid" at both ends, but ZS6KD recorded my signal, played it back to me immediately, and I never missed a word!

Getting the knack of tuning SSB isn't nearly as difficult as it is made out to be. With a little practice SSB can be tuned in with any receiver that has a BFO. In fact, it's very much like tuning in CW. Of course, modern, stable receivers designed with SSB in mind make the job easier. Happily, the swing to "Sideband" has been so great that no manufacturer today would think of bringing out a new receiver in anything but the cheapest category that isn't capable of good SSB performance. This requires high stability and a slow tuning rate—things you need anyway.

The next time you turn on your receiver, why not join SSB instead of trying to fight it? Let the receiver warm up for half an hour, so it will be stable. You should do this for AM and CW reception, anyway.
"Phase detector of the Moving Target Indicator receiver misaligned on the FPS-3... realignment procedure must be followed."

YOU MAY HANDLE A SITUATION LIKE THIS...
If you measure up to the Aerospace Team

This man is on a team. And the situation facing the team is a moving target. Mission? Intercept same. This man is an expert. He was given thorough training in his specialty. Now he is a skilled technical specialist with an assured future. He is a man who measured up to the requirements of the Aerospace Team...a man you can depend on.

Are you that man? If you have what it takes, an exciting and interesting career may lie before you. You will be eligible for valuable training for a key job in the rapidly unfolding age of air and space travel. Also, there will be the opportunity to further your formal education, perhaps even win a college degree—with the Air Force paying a substantial part of your tuition costs.

If you are interested in a career of steady advancement, solid security...a career where you will handle situations of increasing responsibilities, we of the Air Force would like to talk to you. Just clip and mail this coupon.

U.S. AIR FORCE
There's a place for tomorrow's leaders on the Aerospace Team

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD AND MAIL TO:
Airman Information, Dept. ME010, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C.

Please send me more information on my opportunities in the U.S. Air Force. I am between the ages of 17-27 and reside in the U.S.A. or possessions.

Name __________________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City ___________________ Zone ______ County ______ State _______
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NEW! LAFAYETTE HE-15A 2-WAY SUPERHET CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER!

- 5 Crystal Controlled Transmitting Positions: Operates at a maximum FCC legal power input of 5 watts fully modulated.
- Superheterodyne Tuneable Receiver Over Full 23 Channel Band: RF stage in both Transmitter and receiver, 3 watts audio output plus large 4" speaker.
- Complete with Transmitting Crystal: Removable front plate for easy accessibility of crystals. Channel 9 crystal supplied.
- 4 Dual Function Tubes, plus 2 Single Function Tubes, plus 2 Rectifiers for 12 Tube Performance: Compares with units costing 3 times as much. Trancelled reception on land and sea with coverage up to 20 or more miles depending on antenna height and terrain.
- Planetary vernier Tuning Controls Include 3 position function switch (transmit, receive, plus transmit with spring return) and effective Full-Wave Variable Noise Limiter.
- High Output Crystal Microphone: 2 position push to talk slide switch plus 5-prong microphone jack makes conversion to a push-to-talk relay a cinch.

SENSATIONAL LAFAYETTE CITIZEN BAND MOBILE ANTENNA

- CHROME SWIVEL
- 102½" STAINLESS STEEL WHIP BASE
- LESS STEEL WHIP SPRING
- FOR OPTIMUM 11 METER PERFORMANCE

THE SCOOP BUY FOR CITIZENS BAND MOBILES

Chrome swivel ball mount base designed to be mounted on any surface. Stainless steel spring holds rod in properly adjusted position and prevents rod damage from shocks and blows. Stainless steel whip for maximum resiliency and strength. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs.

10,000 OHMS PER VOLT MULTITESTER

- Extra Large 3½" Meter Face
- Completely Wired and Tested
- All Accessories Included

Convenient pocket size with single range selector switch. First capacity range requires 120V AC, second range requires 6V AC. Durable Bakelite case and panel. Complete with leads and battery. 4½x3½x1½". Shpg. wt., 1½ lbs.

NEW! LAFAYETTE TELESCOPIC CITIZENS BAND WHIP ANTENNA

- Chrome Plated
- Telescopes From 16½ to 40"
- Mounts Vertically or Right Angle

An outstanding antenna value. This high quality three section telescoping antenna is designed for attachment directly to your citizens band transceiver. Ideal for point to point service over short distances. Molded base loading coil has a threaded stud with a Pl-259 plug-connector for vertical or right angle mounting. Shpg. wt., 1 lb.

NEW! LAFAYETTE RADIO FIELD INDICATOR

- Provides a Continuous Indication of Transmitter Output
- Rugged 200ua Meter Movement with Variable Sensitivity Control
- Requires No Electricity, Batteries or Transmitter Connection

Measures the RF field generated by any marine, mobile or fixed transmitter. Rear phone jack accepts earphones. Antenna extends from 3½" to 103¼". Bottom plate magnet allows mounting on any metal surface. Measures 3½x5½x4½x2½" (less antenna). Shpg. wt., 2 lbs.

PLEASE INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES WITH ORDER

NEW YORK 13, N.Y. 100 4th Avenue
BOSTON 10, MASS. 110 Federal Street
PLAINFIELD, N.J. 139 W. 2nd Street
BRONX 58, N.Y. 542 E. Fordham Rd.
NEWARK 2, N.J. 24 Central Avenue
PARAMUS, N.J. 182 Route 17

Electronics Illustrated

www.americanradiohistory.com
FREE!

Lafayette Radio's
1961 Catalog

America's "Electronics & Hi-Fi Shopping Center"

40 years of service to Audiophiles, Experimenters, Hobbyists, Engineers, Technicians, Students, Servicemen and Dealers.

HERE IT IS — the biggest, best and most comprehensive catalog you can ask for. Choose from thousands of items, all available for immediate delivery at the lowest, money-saving prices. And, as always, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.

"The Best Buys In The Business"

- Stereophonic Hi-Fi Equipment
- Public Address Systems
- Tape Recorders
- Radio and TV Tubes and Parts
- Citizen Band Equipment
- Amateur Equipment
- Industrial Supplies

Exclusive at Lafayette. Lafayette Kits: Build a path to a new world of entertainment. Created, designed and engineered for top quality at top performance — there's more fun in doing it yourself, especially when it's so easy. An exclusive product of Lafayette Electronics — easily the best value for your money any day.

PLUS Hundreds of "specials" you'll find only at Lafayette.

Easy Pay Plan. The simplest, and quickest way to get what you want, when you want it. As little as $2 down . . . up to 24 months to pay.

Mail the coupon today for your FREE copy of Lafayette Radio's 1961 catalog.

Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp.
Dept. E11-6, P.O. Box 190
Jamaica 31, N. Y.
Send me the FREE Lafayette 324 page 1961 catalog 610

Name
Address
City Zone State
Turn the BFO on, and the AVC off (if there is an AVC switch). Advance the audio gain control almost all the way—then forget it. Use the RF gain control to adjust the set's sensitivity. This automatically adjusts the loudness of signals. Tune in a convenient CW or AM signal and adjust the BFO until the “whistle” sounds right.

Then tune for an SSB signal—I suggest around 14300 kc. If you have both main tuning and vernier bands spread dials, set the main dial at 14300 and tune with the vernier until a signal peaks up loud. It probably won’t be quite readable—it will sound as if the operator had swallowed Donald Duck. Slowly adjust the BFO until the voice sounds natural. (Adjusting the BFO amounts to tuning the “local carrier” you are restoring to the lone sideband. Sideband signal and BFO signal are mixed in your receiver’s second detector just the way the carrier and sidebands of an AM signal are, to produce an audio output. When the BFO signal is in the same relationship to the sideband as the original carrier was, the voice becomes “real.”)

Then sit back and enjoy the QSO. Keep the RF or “Sensitivity” control just high enough for comfortable volume, so that you don’t overload the receiver. With a little practice you’ll be tuning in SSB signals even more quickly than you could AM signals, and enjoying it to the hilt.

Electronic Highways

Continued from page 55

York City’s Holland Tunnel approaches.

In February, the automated cars for the electronic highway were not ready, but now General Motors has completed pilot models that perform very well. We rode in a sedan and a convertible that not only steered themselves, but stopped to avoid ramming a “stalled” standard car ahead, adjusted themselves to the prevailing traffic speed, and successfully fought off our efforts to throw them off course on a curve.

The robot cars steer themselves by means of a pair of pickup coils mounted athwart the centerline at the front of the car. Buried in the roadway, in the center of the lane, was a continuous wire carrying a weak low-frequency RF signal. The car's “brain” controlled the steering so that the energy pickup in the two coils was always equal. The car therefore followed the wire wherever it went.

Each detection loop is accompanied by a light, which can be installed either on a standard alongside the road, or in the pavement itself. Not only do the buried detection loops provide that “flying tail” of radio energy, they light a train of warning lights behind each car. Thus a driver of a standard vehicle, manually controlled and without electronic aids, is warned by the lights (near or in the road) of moving or stopped cars ahead, or even of cars in the opposite lane coming around a curve. This would be most welcome for driving through fog.

We couldn’t determine whether the detection loops could sense the presence of a human (or a deer) on the highway, and bring a robot car to a halt in time, or warn a human driver to stop. We didn’t volunteer to stand in the road while the electronic cars bore down on us, and we couldn’t find a deer, but we asked the question. Engineers replied that a child or a deer might be conductive enough, because of blood and tissue salinity, to trigger a warning, but thought it doubtful. Both RCA and General Motors officials stressed, however, that the electronic highway and the automated car are not intended to replace human responsibility and judgment. They are designed only as aids to safer and more efficient driving. Even with your car on “autopilot” you will be expected to remain in command.

A Real QSL Catch

Continued from page 85

COL9 transmits entirely in Spanish but the voice identification “Marrerro” is not difficult to pick out especially as none of the other stations in this circuit have names resembling it. The best time to listen would be between 0700 and 1200 EST but they can frequently be heard after 1600 EST. During this latter period you might monitor 5718 kc and that applies to the early morning hours too.

Cuban broadcast stations, in general, have never been noted as good verifiers, but before Castro many did verify. After the revolution and subsequent waves of anti-American sentiment, the situation has become increasingly bad.

So what chance does an American DXer have to verify a government station and a military outlet at that? We won’t kid you, it’s not easy but there is one way of turning the trick. Regardless the policies put into effect by the Castro administration, the Cuban government is also anxious to create favorable world opinion. Thus when Neuris E. Vernier C., director of communi-
The document contains a catalog of electronic components and parts, including RAD-TEL TROUBLE SHOOTER CONDENSERS, RAD-TEL TUBE CO., and information on RAD-TEL TUBE CO. products and services. The text also mentions RAD-TEL RADIONICS and RAD-TEL REPAIR TUBE CO.

The document includes a list of prices for various components and services, such as condensers, tubes, and parts for stereo amplifiers. There are also sections on service and repair, including special offers and promotions.

The document is dated October 1960 and contains a catalog cover with the RAD-TEL symbol. It appears to be a technical catalog or brochure for electronic components and services.

The document includes sections on RAD-TEL RADIONICS, RAD-TEL TROUBLE SHOOTER CONDENSERS, RAD-TEL TUBE CO., and information on RAD-TEL TUBE CO. products and services. The text also mentions RAD-TEL REPAIR TUBE CO.

The document includes a list of prices for various components and services, such as condensers, tubes, and parts for stereo amplifiers. There are also sections on service and repair, including special offers and promotions.

The document is dated October 1960 and contains a catalog cover with the RAD-TEL symbol. It appears to be a technical catalog or brochure for electronic components and services.
ANOTHER OLSON BARGAIN!

NEW! CEILING SPEAKER
★ Mounts Flush Without Cutting Hole

$5.49

No. S-394

Mounts on wall or ceiling. Perfect for built-in systems, built-in Hi-Fi systems, and adding extensions to your present system. For the Hi-Fi music enthusiasts who enjoy their music in the air. Specially designed to handle up to 15 watts. Response: 60 to 13,000 CPS. Voice coil 8 ohms. Overall depth is only 3". 6" speaker factory mounted. Finished in dull gold to blend with any surroundings.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Fill in coupon below for your FREE one year subscription to Olson’s Bargain Packed Catalog. To order Ceiling Speaker, simply check quantity desired and send remittance along with coupon. (Include enough for postage or parcel post shipment. Send $2.00 deposit for C.O.D. orders.)

- FREE OLSON CATALOGS FOR ONE YEAR
- 1-S-394 Ceiling Speaker $5.49
- 3-S-394 Ceiling Speakers $15.00

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE

OLSON RADIO CORPORATION
412 S. Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio

Electronics Illustrated

locations for the Cuban Air Force in the Province of Havana received a DX report along with a prepared QSL card, he not only signed the card but wrote a letter along with it. At the bottom of his letter is typed NUESTRA REVOLUCION ES HUMANISTA NO COMUNISTA (which of course translates “Our revolution is humanistic not communist”)

Getting down to a concrete approach, we suggest you report first with the Spanish language form shown in italics below and include a self-prepared QSL card.

Your address and date go in the upper right hand corner, of course, and you head off the letter with the call and address of the station or verifier. The Spanish text will translate as follows: DEAR SIR: HERE IS A REPORT OF RECEIPTION OF YOUR TRANSMITTER (station identification) ON (date) AT (time) IN THE TIME OF (time zone or country), CALLING “ATTENTION” (station called) ON (frequency) KC... I HAVE BEEN HEARING AND REPORTING TO COMMUNICATIONS STATIONS SINCE (date you began DXing utility stations) AND HAVE RECEIVED CONFIRMATION FROM (number of utility stations verified in country) STATIONS IN (country)...

ENCLOSED IS A CARD, ALREADY PREPARED, AND IT WOULD BE MUCH APPRECIATED IF YOU WOULD SIGN IT AND RETURN IT FOR MY COLLECTION... MANY THANKS... VERY TRULY YOURS, (your signature).

The Spanish text: Muy Senor Mio: Sigue un en forma sobre recepcion de su emisora (STATION) en (DATE) a (TIME) en (ZONE) anuncio “Attention (STATION CALLED)” en (FREQUENCY) kc... Soy radioyante de estaciones comunicaciones como eficazmente desde (DATE YOU BEGAN DXING UTILITIES) y ha recibido confirmaciones de (NUMBER OF UTILITIES VERIFIED) estaciones en (NAME OF COUNTRY)... Una tarjeta debidamente preparada fue incluida y se apreciarla mucho si fuese firmada y de vuelta para coleccion mio... Muchas gracias... Atto y S.S. (YOUR SIGNATURE).

Type the letter in neat business-letter form. Where paragraphs begin should be obvious. Your prefabricated card can be run off on a typewriter or you can get adhesive letters at a stationery store to make up a card suitable for display. Another big help in encouraging return of the card is to pre-stamp it with the stamps of the country. Uncanceled foreign stamps can be had from a dealer.
It's what you know about using instruments that counts!

A complete, easy guide to MODERN TEST PROCEDURES

Almost anyone can repair TV's, radios and other electronic equipment AFTER the trouble has been found. The trick is to know how to locate troubles in the first place—and that means knowing how to use instruments fast and accurately. Actually, it's amazing what you can do with only a few instruments—providing you know how to use different kinds for the same job; how to select the right ones; where to use them; how to connect them into circuits; how to set controls; how to read them; and how to follow professional test procedures every step of the way. And that's exactly what this new 316-page book with its more than 190 how-to-do-it pictures, operational procedure sketches and pattern diagrams teaches you.

HELPS YOU TROUBLESHOOT TV and RADIO SETS in lots less time!

BASIC ELECTRONICS TEST PROCEDURES by Rufus Turner helps you learn to troubleshoot any circuit, equipment or component fast and accurately. Covers different methods for doing specific jobs. For instance, you learn to check distortion by the 'scope, rejection filter, harmonic-distortion meter, wave analyzer or audio oscillator methods. You learn to make resistance measurements with a current-meter, a volt-meter, a milli-amp-meter, an ohmmeter, or via the bridge method—and so on.

Subjects include: current checks; power, insulation, resistance, AF, RF, phase, distortion, and modulation measurements; tube and semiconductor testing; audio amplifier tests; sensitivity, RF gain, filter, AC volts, operating voltage checks, etc.; visual alignment techniques—even transmitter and industrial electronic test procedures.

Simplified explanations of modern oscilloscope techniques show how to use your 'scope as a voltmeter, current meter, variable frequency oscillator, etc., or for making RF, phase or AM measurements; for distortion and detection checking; square wave testing; visual AM and FM alignment, and for many other jobs. Every detail is explained—from making connections, to adjusting controls and analyzing patterns.

STILL ANOTHER BIG FEATURE is the book's usefulness in acquainting you with industrial electronic test techniques—including testing non-electronic phenomena such as strain, pressure, etc. Price $8.60.

PRACTICE 10 DAYS . . . FREE!

Send BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEDURES for 10-day FREE EXAMINATION. If I decide to keep book, I will then send you $8.00 plus a few cents postage in full payment. If not, I will return book postpaid and owe you nothing. (SWR! Send $8.00 with your order and Rinehart pays the postage, Same 10 day guarantee with your money promptly refunded if you're not more than satisfied with book.)

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY, ZONE, STATE ____________________________

OUTSIDE U. S. A.—Cash with order only. Price $8.50. Money back if book is returned in 10 days.
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contact between her wet, soapy fingers and an exposed screw in a tuning dial. Is the set's back open? A cover of perforated hardboard is called for.

Sets of the Fig. 1B type are at least half safe if not treated, and all safe if fitted in accordance with Fig. 2C.

In some sets made by manufacturers who like to see their customers remain alive, the bite is taken out of the power circuit by what is called the "floating ground" circuit. This is shown in Fig. 3. The unswitched common negative side of the power supply in the receiver, instead of going directly to the metal chassis, connects to it through either a fixed capacitor C alone or a combination of a capacitor and a fixed resistor R. C should be no larger than .02 mf and R about 200,000 ohms. If C is bigger (some manufacturers use .1 or .2 mf) it should be replaced. The wire marked "A" should go to the prong of the line plug that fits the grounded side "A" of the power line. Then, if capacitor C should develop an internal short circuit (unlikely, but always a possibility), you have the same grounded chassis protection afforded by the circuit of Fig. 2C.

The common metal cabinet portable TV receiver should positively be fitted with polarized three-prong plugs and extra ground wires. Make sure the grounded chassis lead connects to the wide prong of the plug. Fasten the separate grounding wire under a screw that goes into the cabinet, and the other end to the round ground prong on the plug. This gives the equivalent of the circuit of Fig. 2C.

With the aid of that indispensable tool, the voltmeter or the vacuum tube voltmeter, you can check the basic power circuit of any AC/DC receiver and identify the prongs of the line plug. Set the meter for low ohms. Leave the set switch open; that is, off. Touch one test lead to the chassis and the other to either plug prong. If the needle bangs over to zero ohms, the set is of the common Fig. 1B type and you have the prong that connects directly to the chassis. The wire now going to this prong is to be attached to the wide prong of the polarized three-prong plug. If the needle doesn't move, you have chanced on the switch side of the line, which is open.

Close the switch and touch the test leads to the two prongs of the line plug. The meter should read about 100 ohms; maybe more, probably not much less. This is the normal resistance of the tube filaments, which are connected in series.

If the meter doesn't read at all on the first two tests, switch it to high ohms and try again. If you get an indication of 100,000 to 500,000 ohms between the chassis and one plug prong, the set is of the floating ground type and uses both a capacitor and a resistor, as in Fig. 3. If the needle flicks upward momentarily and then falls back to its starting point, there is only a capacitor in the circuit. The reading is of a small charge put into the capacitor by the test battery in the meter.

If the meter shows a value of about 100 ohms between the chassis and one plug prong, with the line switch open, the set is of the Fig. 1A type. You can verify this by closing the switch, leaving one test lead on the chassis and moving the other to the other plug prong; meter will now read zero, as the circuit between plug and grounded chassis side of the switch is very short.

Play it safe! It's better to ground an equipment chassis electrically than to have your own chassis put into the ground permanently.

---

in November El:
SPECIAL HI-FI SPEAKER CABINETS
Fig. 4. For more bass, connect the main speaker across the two 8 or 16 ohm screw connections.

**Stereo Add-On Speaker**

Continued from page 39

toward the listener and the audio perspective will be shifted.

Author's radial arm saw served to make the compound joints in the original Add-On unit.

As a closing observation, this system gives the lie to the theory that some magic separation in feet is necessary to "get" stereo. In this system, its compactness is an asset to performance, not a disadvantage to be camouflaged.

---

Rush Coupon for Your **FREE**

full year’s subscription to Radio Shack’s Famous Electronics Catalogs

Receive giant Electronics Buying Guide and all new issues for a year! See newest and best in electronics at money-saving prices! Over 100,000 items for "pro" or amateur.

**Scores**

MORE VALUES!

- Hi-Fi
- Ham Radio
- Test Equipment
- Tapes
- Kits & Parts
- Sports Goods

Realistic 2-speed TAPE RECORDER

-compare at $99.95
only

CODE PRACTICE SET
complete with key, buzzer only $1.79

Realistic fully wired STEREO AMPLIFIER

-only $9.95

MAIL COUPON TODAY!

RADIO SHACK CORP. Dept. 60K8
730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Massachusetts

Without obligation, please send me FREE and POSTPAID, your latest giant Electronics Catalog plus every new issue for one full year.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
Post Office ____________________________
or City ____________________________ Zone State ____________________________

October, 1960
TUBE REPLACEMENT GUIDE

EVERYONE who uses vacuum tubes NEEDS this New Expanded Edition TUBE GUIDE.

Contains over 2700 substitutions for over 1500 tubes, including radio & TV receiving tubes, tubes used in Hi-Fi & Stereo, foreign tubes, and TV picture tubes.

All tubes suggested for substitution have characteristics similar to those they are to replace. FIT INTO SAME SOCKET & NEED NO WIRING CHANGE.

Two chapters cover complete listing of TV Fix tube replacements including newest 110° tubes.

Substitutes given for over 255 foreign tubes. Last chapter lists transistor substitutes. The only complete guide featuring all receiving tube substitutions WITHOUT SOCKET CHANGING OR REWIRING. This valuable book will save you MONEY and permit operation of your set even though original tubes are unobtainable.

Guaranteed Money Back In 5 Days If Not Satisfied

RUSH COUPON NOW!

MODERNOPHONE, INC. 367-106 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Name Address City Zone State

Inability to recall names, places, facts quickly is a common, often costly, shortcoming that can now be easily overcome with the aid of a new device for mental training. This versatile new educational tool can be used effectively in language learning, speech correction, and improvement, in mastering tables, formulae—the things that are likely to be crammed to insure a tight mechanical contact, and by those with the resistors are unobtainable. Most of the resistors are positioned right on the circuit board, but some just have numbered holes.

Another thing, coil L-2 in this reviewer's kit has such short mounting terminals that they cannot be cramped to insure a tight mechanical contact, and by their nature they must be held by the merest touches of solder (these were the connections I found faulty later). The cable clamp on TS-3 might be big enough to hold the two cables plus two leads as directed, but I doubt it. This is one place where the slim-fingered helper would have come in handy. Allied Radio has informed us that they have taken steps to correct the above criticisms.

All in all, we can give this kit extremely high marks for clear instructions, extreme ease of building, and above all, remarkably fine performance. This one was so easy it can be recommended as a Good Buy for anyone who'd like to try his hand at kit building without making a major investment, and still end up with a very useful product. Its cost is $27.50, which includes one remote unit. Extra remote stations in kit form are $3.95...

subscribe to EI NOW!

Radio-Intercom Kit

Continued from page 63

for a needed diagram far less frequent.

The tools required are simple, and likely to be in most every home. The manual lists long-nose pliers, diagonal cutters, a screwdriver and a soldering iron. To these I would add a wire stripper, a 1/8" nut driver and if possible, a female assistant with long slender fingers.

To make parts list checking easier, Allied has packed the various items in little plastic bags. They have also picked up a fine habit—they place all the resistors on a card, marked with their proper values. See, there's no need to learn the color code! The parts list checked out to the last nut and bolt, and I strongly urge that the careful parts list check be mandatory at the start of every attempt at kit building.

Since the kit uses a printed circuit board, the entire construction took less than four and a half hours.

There were very few complaints. The part number was missing on some of the switches, which caused some delay. Most of the resistors are positioned right on the circuit board, but some just have numbered holes.

MODERNOPHONE, INC. 367-106 Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE Booklet. I am interested in finding out all about Scientific Sleep Learning and what the DORMPHONE Memory Trainer can do for me. No obligation, so no salesman will call.

Name City

My main interest in the Memory Trainer is for:

Language Learning

Speech Improvement

Memorization

School or College Work

Bridge Rules

Address

Zone State

Circle 7-0830

www.americanradiohistory.com
Shopping for Hi-Fi

Continued from page 60

If you live in or near Washington, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles or other city where there are 6 to 20 FM stations on the air, you will always be able to find music you like, and can do without a record player for awhile.

On the other hand, if there aren't many FM stations in your area, or you prefer your own records anyway, you can save by omitting the tuner.

You can save about 40 percent by assembling kits. The several lines of hi-fi kits include every grade from the very finest on down. They also include just about every component from turntables to speaker systems.

Kit manufacturers have become extremely clever in making their kits easy to put together. Many people who couldn't tell a resistor from a juvenile delinquent have successfully assembled hi-fi kits. Of course it helps a lot if you have a kindergarten-level knowledge of electronics and can use a soldering iron, or if you have a friend or relative who can bail you out if you're puzzled or in trouble. Nothing, however, could be clearer than the step-by-step instructions of the major kit producers.

How about "package" units, which give hi-fi in one hunk of furniture? This is probably what your wife will want. The decibels and the watts and all that are for men—tinkerers at heart—and they scare or annoy her. The package unit is recognizable as furniture to her, and she will welcome it in her living room without argument even if it turns out to have as many knobs and switches under its lid as separate components have.

There are some very good "package" units, but generally, dollar for dollar, you do far better from the quality standpoint by selecting components. The really good "furniture" is very expensive, because engineering and production money must be put into solving the troublesome acoustical problems posed by putting speakers and phono pickups, etc., all in the same box.

The mail-order catalogues can help you greatly, because they introduce you to what is available at different price levels, and very often the mail-order concern will put up component groupings which, if bought together, can be had for less than the total cost of the components bought separately. (The "hi-fi salon" you buy from, if you don't buy by mail order, may

[Continued on page 113]
Continued from page 111

be the showroom of a mail-order house anyway.) Catalogue descriptions of each component will help familiarize you with typical sets of specifications. This will help you understand a live salesman’s jargon, or even challenge him if he avoids coming down to cases about specifications.

Now, let’s get down to cases about your needs.

Your total: 6 to 9. Your needs are not critical and just about any set will serve them. A monophonic system ought to please you as much as stereo. $150 may fill your needs amply. Try to fulfill the following specifications: Overall response, including speakers: 50 to 12,000 cycles. Amplifier power output: 10 to 15 rated watts. If you listen mostly to radio, the lowest-priced tuner-preamp-amplifier combination will do the job. Phono player: changer or low-priced turntable with inexpensive stereo pickup. Tuner: to suit location; sensitive for fringe areas, medium or low-priced for local areas.

Total: 10 to 14. You need a pretty good system that will cost you from $250 up. Specifications: Overall response including speakers: 40 to 15,000 cycles. Amplifier: integrated preamp-amplifier with 15 to 20 watts rated output, or a higher-priced tuner-preamp-amplifier combination. Phono: high-quality, low-rumble changer, or moderate-priced (around $60) turntable; good magnetic pickup. Tuner: moderately priced to suit location.

Total: 15 or over. The best you can afford, and let’s hope you can afford at least $400. Where stereo is marginal for the other two groups, it will probably mean a lot to you. Specifications: Overall response including speakers: 35 to 18,000 cycles. Amplifier: 25 to 35 watts, integrated or separate preamps. Phono: top quality minimum-rumble turntable and top-quality pickup arm and cartridge. Tuner: wide-band detector in FM tuner, low-distortion detector in AM tuner.

You may do well at less than our suggested minimums if you familiarize yourself with the field and shop carefully, whether you buy factory-assembled components or kits. If you have to economize, do not skimp on speaker or amplifier. (The speaker system should take at least one-third your outlay.) Leave out either the tuner or the phono feature, or buy “half a stereo system” (mono), or use kits. A combination of these money-saving steps can cut your expenditure drastically with no sacrifice in quality and a high dividend in enjoyment.

October, 1960
Sensational LOW COST SCIENCE LAB
NOW over 110 fascinating projects with

COMPLETE LABORATORY COMES IN 8 KITS
SUPPLIES ALL THE EQUIPMENT FOR ALL THE FOLLOWING:

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS
Educational Fun with Electronic Magnet Transformer, Photocell, Sound, Radio, Relay, Variometer, Wheatstone Bridge, and other electric equipment.

PHOTOELECTRIC EYE
Photometric Light-Emitter Lamp — and Electronic Relay. Everything you need to control motors, bulbs, alarms, and 40 other light beam experiments.

CODE PRACTICE SET
Signal Oscillator, Key and Primitives — the complete set to learn to receive and transmit the Morse Code. This first step in a life of wireless.

PHOTOMICROGRAPH
An interesting hobby microscope that greatly amplifies connected objects, making it fun for you with your radio transmitter.

MICROPHONE
A sensitive transverse microphone that greatly amplifies connected objects that can be heard through your radio transmitter.

STROBE LIGHT
A variable pulse width lamp. Proves the moment of remote, vibrating or rotating objects for close study and checking frequencies, R.F.

RADIO SERVICE EQUIPMENT
All the parts to build your own Radio Signal Tester and a Probe Light Continuity Tester. Both pieces are invaluable in radio servicing.

PHOTOGRAPHY LAB
Complete dark room equipment — Printers, Filters, Electronic Timer, Color, Safe Light, Developing Tanks and supply of paper and chemicals.

SPECTROSCOPE
Fascinating optical instrument used to identify and analyze substances by observing the spectrum of their flames. Spectra charts are included.

ULTRAVIOLET LAMP
Proving essential color effects with the "Black Light". Used extensively for crime detection, meteorology, and science. Percussion kit, Crayon and Pricker are included.

HEAT EXPERIMENTS
Study the Molecular Theory of heat using 3 Thermometers, Thermometer, 3 foot Gas Thermometer and special Microscope arrangements that show the effect of Molecular Movement.

SOLDERING IRON
Free with Second Kit

FREE! These 6 Auxiliary Textbooks

FOR SAFETY!
Circuits are low voltage supplied by isolation transformer that goes with each kit.

AMERICAN BASIC SCIENCE LAB
AMERICAN BASIC SCIENCE CLUB
INC. SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

A REAL SCIENCE COURSE
Developed With World Famous
SOUTHWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The 8 manuals are expertly written, clearly illustrated, excitingly different. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

You can complete every project and GAIN A VALUABLE SCIENCE BACKGROUND that will ENRICH YOUR LIFE and could SHAPE YOUR FUTURE!

$2.00 with COUPON

ONLY P°A3.45 FOR EACH KIT YOU RECEIVE (ONE A MONTH FOR 8 MONTHS) FREE SOLDERING IRON WITH SECOND KIT

Your Satisfaction or Your Money Back...AND you may cancel at any time without obligation. These "no risk" assurances because we know you will be...

AMERICAN BASIC SCIENCE CLUB, INC. 501 E. Crockett, San Antonio 6, Texas

Start sending me A.B.S.C.'s "Science Lab" in eight kits, one each month. If not satisfied with any one kit, I may return it for immediate refund. I choose the plan checked.

[ ] I enclose $2.00 and will pay $3.45 plus COD postage on arrival of each kit. I may cancel any kit at any time.

[ ] I enclose $29.60, full payment, Postage Paid, for all 8 kits. I may cancel any time and get full refund on unshipped kits.

NAME

STREET

CITY

STATE

MAIL COUPON TODAY
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Electronics Illustrated
Courses in Radio and Electronic Fundamentals - TV Servicing - Color TV - Electronics for Automation - Transistors

SEND FOR THIS FREE 64 PAGE BOOK TODAY!

Check Home Study!
RCA Institutes Home Study School offers a complete program of integrated courses for beginners and advanced students...all designed to prepare you for a rewarding career in the rapidly expanding world of electronics. Practical work with your very first lesson. And you get top recognition as an RCA Institutes graduate!

CANADIANS — take advantage of these same RCA courses at no additional cost. No postage, no customs, no delay. Send coupon to:
RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 5581 Royalmount Ave., Montreal 9, Que.

RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Dept. EL-X0
350 W. Fourth St. • New York 14, N.Y.

Please rush me your FREE illustrated 64-page book describing your electronic training programs. No obligation, No salesman will call.

☐ Home Study Book ☐ Resident School Book

Name_________________________Age_________________________

Address_________________________

City_________________________Zone____State_____________________

Korean Vets: Enter Discharge Date_________________________

SEE OTHER SIDE
RCA TRAINING CAN BE THE SMARTEST INVESTMENT YOU EVER MAKE

With RCA Institutes Home Study training you set your own pace in keeping with your own ability, finances and time. You get prime quality equipment as a regular part of the course ... and you never have to take apart one piece to build another. Perhaps most important, RCA's liberal Pay-As-You-Learn Plan is the most economical home study method because you pay only for lessons as you order them ... one study group at a time! If you drop out at any time, for any reason, you do not owe RCA one penny! No other obligations! No monthly installment payments! Licensed by New York State Education Department.